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Chip card technology by Infineon

INFINEON PRODUCTS have proven their merits in the field for many years, repelling even the most
aggressive attacks. No wonder, with engineering excellence born of 25+ years chip card EXPERIENCE.
INFINEON OFFERS the widest range of EAL 5+ (high) certified products. No wonder we are the
SECURITY leader.
INFINEON SLE 66 PE CONTROLLERS comply with all contactless proximity standards, and perform
transactions almost twice as fast as before. No wonder our CONTACTLESS products raise the bar.
INFINEON CHARTS THE COURSE for new applications such as Internet Authentication, Mobile TV,
NFC, and M2M. No wonder we have earned a reputation for being the INNOVATION company.
So if you have ever wondered why Infineon has led the market for the past decade, wonder no more.
Security. Connected.
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 Get ready
for the next
generation
Welcome to the 13th edition of
SECURE. Although 13 might
be considered unlucky for
some, this edition comes at
a time when the industry is
feeling both lucky and optimistic. Projects are ramping
up worldwide and some of the
myths about our technology
are disappearing, so this is a
perfect opportunity for us to
reflect on where the business
has been going in recent years
and examine how we can take
it forward to help shape a
world where interaction with
governments and businesses
is convenient, secure and
cost-effective.

Ingo Susemihl
Senior Director – Head of Sales and Marketing
Chip Card & Security ICs
Infineon Technologies AG

of the security value chain cover
technologies such as PKI, biometrics,
smart cards and RFID.

What is most interesting about these
topics is the extent to which the public
has become aware of them. Several
years ago, if you found yourself
sitting next to a stranger on a plane,
you would tell them what you did for
a living – and watch their eyes glaze
over as you tried to explain what a
smart card or a biometric was. Today,

The next generation of applications,

you are more likely to be sitting next

technologies and standards is being

to a clued-up citizen who will immedi-

worked on by dedicated groups world-

ately give you their view on biometric-

wide, and this edition of Secure is a

based national ID Cards, ePassports or

celebration of how far that work has

Chip and PIN credit cards – even if you

progressed. Experts from all parts

do not want to hear it!

Editorial
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 A standard bearer

industry is doing to ensure that docu-

Healthy opportunities

eHealthcare solution that maintains

This rapid growth in awareness of

ments issued today maintain the same

The healthcare sector is becoming

patient privacy.

security technology is being driven

ease of use, accuracy and integrity

an enthusiastic advocate of security

by teams of hard-working individuals

throughout their life – which could be

technologies, which it is using to help

On page 28, Tolgahan Yildiz looks at

who have been working at application

as long as 10 years.

reduce costs, cut application fraud,

the growing trend for secure RFID

improve management of eHealth ser-

tags, and examines how the special

vices and distribute social funding.

requirements of certain applications

levels domestically and internationally to create standards that ensure

Focusing

on

ePassports,

Peter

interoperability and also boost com-

Laackmann and Marcus Janke of

petition – good news for consumers

Infineon report on developments in

In Europe, all eyes have been on

frequency, read range and security

and governments concerned about

chip technology, unravel some of the

Germany’s ambitious eHealth scheme,

features of RFID solutions.

the bottom line. On page 16, we talk to

myths associated with hacking these

which is becoming a major reference

Bernd Kowalski of the German Federal

travel documents and highlight how

point for healthcare providers world-

I hope you agree that this edition

Office for Information Security (BSI)

the contactless chips used have been

wide, thanks to its sheer scale,

shows just how well our industry is

about developments in evaluating

designed to be sufficiently secure

encompassing 80 million patients and

maturing. Future standards develop-

the security of IT products, and find

and robust for use in highly sensitive

1.8 million healthcare professionals.

ments and lucrative contracts in all

out how its involvement in the security

personal documents.

On page 74, Assa Abloy examines

application areas can be expected

the new generation of smart card

as the industry continues its drive to

Taking the document security theme

terminals that are being applied to

equip all players – from governments

Get it right –

a step further, on page 48 Matthias

the German eHealth project. And on

to commercial bodies – with the tools

regardless of application

Köhler from Giesecke & Devrient looks

page 70, Arno Reith of Winter and

needed to survive in the 21st century.

Security documents are now being

at what the drafting of EU Directive

Daniel Capol of Trüb look at how

used for numerous applications – from

CEN TC 224 WG15 for the European

successful deployment of the new

We are set to play a leading role in

eID to ePassports and from eHealth-

Citizen Card (ECC) means for ID in

health card will be achieved.

the always-on economy – providing

care cards to EMV cards. Although the

Europe, and considers how different

documents are used for a variety of

technologies and printing techniques

But it is not only Europe that is

and confidence that all stakeholders

functions – such as voting in an election

can both enhance security and protect

developing future-proof solutions for

need if economies are to continue to

or crossing a country’s borders –

privacy of individuals.

delivering healthcare. In Algeria, a

thrive. We are building on a good base

decentralized program is being imple-

of contracts and reference points from

industry is changing.

each has many of the same basic



determine the standard operational

the

security,

privacy,

convenience

requirements, such as ease of use,

The future of smart card and biometric

mented to ensure that patients spread

leading nations as well as emerging

accuracy, security and data integrity.

technology in national ID projects is put

across the country’s 48 departments

markets. The myths and legends that

under the spotlight by Ann-Sofi Hoijen

have access to a system that boosts

have in the past dogged our technolo-

Allan Harle of Inspectron Holding

stam from Precise Biometrics, who on page

security and reduces costs. On page

gies are being consigned to history.

examines some of these requirements

52 examines how multiple applications

78, Ari Bouzbib from Gemalto reveals

It is now time to prepare for the next

on page 64, and looks at what the

can be delivered on one single card.

what it takes to deliver a successful

generation!

Editorial

get ready for the next generation

m
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 Introducing The
SILICON TRUST
the industry’s benchmark silicon based
security partner program
WHAT IS THE SILICON TRUST?
As a non-profit membership organiza-

solutions. Members of the Silicon Trust

security issues and prepare industry

Advance knowledge of upcoming

tion, the Silicon Trust’s mission is;

come from all industry sectors along

and governments for doing business

technology – getting information from

“To stimulate the understanding,

with the technology and solution pro-

based on the idea of effective levels

a variety of sources and acting on it

adoption, use and widespread

viders that service these sectors.

of security.

before many “outsiders” even know it

acceptance for silicon-based security

is happening.

solutions in a variety of applica-

Some of the benefits of membership in

Networking

tions through the development of

the silicon trust include;

contacts that can help your organ

Innovation – work with other mem-

marketing and education programs,

Visibility backed by credibility –

ization improve and grow, using the

bers in your industry to explore new

market research, advocacy pro-

active participation puts your company

Silicon Trust’s meetings, lobbying,

ways of approaching common busi-

grams and industry relations and

in the forefront of leaders in the

dinners

ness goals.

by bringing together, in an open

industry and government through

business opportunities.

environment, leading users and

trade and business media contacts,

technologists from the public and

meetings, conferences and the media’s

Influence on policy makers, media,

it Associate, Partner or even a move

private sectors to create dialogue

interest in the Silicon Trust organ

analysts and other players – as an

onto the Executive Council, the Silicon

and discussion with industry and

ization and events. Be featured on the

organization the Silicon Trust provides

Trust can offer a membership level

government decision makers.”

Silicon Trust website, get involved

a unified, credible voice that no single

to suit you. With regular meetings

in the Silicon Trust videos and help

member can achieve alone. The Program

and an ability to steer the course of

The Silicon Trust aims to do this by

create the organization’s voice. Use the

also allows access to decision makers,

the Program, there is no excuse not

bringing together users and technology

organization’s magazine – SECURE

politicians and media influencers.

to be part of the industry’s bench-

providers in an open forum to address

– to get your company’s message (and

mark silicon-based security alliance

opportunities and challenges for the

advertising) across.

Program.

and

–

establish

events

to

valuable

maximize

Choose your level of involvement – be



security industry. This makes the

10

Silicon Trust a unique place where

Prepare and educate industry infra

members can meet to exchange ideas,

structure and end customers for

discuss common issues and work

effective security implementation –

together to develop and expand the use

stimulate and plan changes in multiple

of all types of silicon-based security

levels of the value and service chain for

Partner Relationship Programs

Introducing The SILICON TRUST

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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Secure application reviews

The Forum will be preceded by

Parliament in Brussels to attend a

The Secure Application Reviews are

a Partner-Only Day, where mem-

lobbying event organized by Infineon

The Silicon Trust website

an in-depth look at some of the major

bers are invited to both Technical

Technologies and the Silicon Trust. A

The Silicon Trust website includes the

security topics and applications of the

and Marketing workshops, focusing

one-day event, including presentations

following features:

day. The reviews themselves also con-

on

roadmaps

made by the members to Members of

• Technology Spotlights on current

tain mini-case studies and successful

and Press/Marketing Communication

the European Commission and a net-

case histories from members of the

training.

working lunch, enables members to talk

SILICON TRUST ACTIVITIES

themes
• Security Challenges – executive
summaries on security issues

Silicon Trust as they pertain to the
topic under discussion.

to Commissioners on a one-to-one basis.
Behind-the-scenes members day
In order to give members (and poten-

Silicon Trust partner booths and

Security solutions forum

tial members) the opportunity to learn

networking events

• New Products and up-to-the-minute

The Forums have covered such topics

more about the Silicon Trust Program

Depending on the output of the

press information from companies

as identification and contactless tech-

and how it could strengthen the

Executive Council, the Silicon Trust is

within the organization

nology, biometrics, smart card imple-

relationship between semiconductor

also looking to host member booths

mentations and costs associated with

manufacturers and their company,

and member networking events at

these implementations. The Forum

there is an opportunity to meet key

some of the main security-orientated

explores the value chain involved in

Management, review potential future

shows, as well as large exhibitions

Secure magazine

the delivery of a complete security

strategies and ask questions. After

such as Cartes and CeBIT. Members

The SECURE magazine is the flag-

solution, using actual business cases

these meetings, there is a tour of manu

will have the opportunity to rent booth

ship of The Silicon Trust Program.

supplied by both Infineon and the

facturing facilities, to see first hand

space on the Silicon Trust booth,

Published twice a year this ‘notebook’

members. It is hoped that this creates

how chip cards and security products

thus ensuring their attendance at the

sized magazine allows partners to

the impetus needed to support key

are made.

show at a greatly reduced cost. At

promote both their products and

applications, as well as opening up

applications, as well as taking an

new markets.

• Security Solutions available from
members

• Technology Basics for newcomers
to the security field

in-depth

12

Product/Technology

look

at

market

sectors

the networking events, members will
Lobbying event at european

have the chance to meet and network

parliament in Brussels

amongst companies taking part in the
Program.

currently utilizing security products,

Over the past few years, this event has

One event that is always well attended

interviews with industry movers

attracted speakers from such compa-

is the bi-annual lobbying event. Here,

and shakers, future market trends and

nies as Microsoft, MasterCard, Palm,

members in the Program have the

technology updates.

Sun and Intel.

opportunity to travel to the European

Partner Relationship Programs

Introducing The SILICON TRUST

m

To apply for membership to the Silicon Trust,
please email:
operations.secretariat@silicon-trust.com

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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a journey of a
thousand miles
starts with a single step.
lao tsu

the future is
already here...
william gibson
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 The Future of Standards &
Certification for Hardware
Based Security
An interview with Bernd Kowalski, German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI)

As a member of the Silicon Trust’s Advisory Council, the BSI
supports the overall message of the Program – to educate,
advise and ultimately raise the effective level of hardwarebased security. We spoke with Bernd Kowalski (Head of
Certification, Approval and Conformity Testing, New Technologies)
to give us an overview of the BSI’s activities, interests and goals.

SECURE: Mr. Kowalski, please could you

customers, as well as in the case of

provide us with an overview of the BSI

public acquisition where a certificate

activities and its main objectives.

is sometimes a prerequisite. In addition
to certification, our other activities

BK: The Federal Office for Information

include

Security (BSI) was founded in 1991

consultancy

as

crypto devices for use in the gov-

an

authority,

independent
which

and

falls

neutral

within

the

area of responsibility of the Federal

general

ernmental

and

information

and

development

classified

area,

of

central

services and operation.

Ministry of the Interior. The BSI is
the central IT security service provider
for the German government.

SECURE: How is the BSI involved

Through our research within the area

in the hardware security industry?

of IT security, we take responsibil-

What application areas are the

ity for the security of our society, and

BSI currently interested in that utilize

are therefore indispensable to the

hardware based security (i.e. Citizen

internal security of Germany.

Cards, ePassports)?

Our products and services are aimed
manufacturers

BK: Not only ePassports and eID

of information technology products,

Cards, but also the components for

which are primarily the public admin-

the German healthcare system are

istration at federal, state and municipal

all areas requiring hardware security

level, in addition to companies and

that we are involved in. Crypto devices,

private users. As Germany’s National

such as HSMs (High Security Module)

Security Agency, it is our goal to

are important components for gov-

promote IT security in Germany so

ernmental

that everyone can make the most of

use.

the opportunities opened up by the

the digital tachograph also fall under

information society.

our jurisdiction. All these IT-security

One of the major objectives of the BSI

devices are used in different types

is the evaluation and certification of IT

of applications and business models

security products and the development

and combined they ensure much

of security criteria. These independent

needed integrity, authenticity and

evaluations are necessary for private

confidentiality.

at

16
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BSI

the

users

and

and

Additionally,

also

commercial

components

for

The Future of Standards & Certification for Hardware Based
SECURE
Security
# 2/07
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lines, protection profiles or other

 SECURE: What is the current status
with regard to certification for hardware

specifications then become a precon‑

based security, such as silicon chips

dition for related products by law

and where do you see the future of

and are enforced by the responsible

certification in this area heading?

ministry.

BK: All the major silicon vendors have
their security controllers evaluated to

SECURE: Does the BSI have any specific

high security values on the basis of

goals set out that you would like to

protection profiles, which are devel-

achieve? If so, what are the timescales?

oped by the BSI in cooperation with
other European certification bodies.

BK: Common criteria or protection

Common Criteria is already very well

profiles will become increasingly the

established, not only in the EU but

prerequisite for public and commercial

throughout the world in the certification

acquisition.

of all types of products - especially

evaluation

for smart card related products.

quality of IT products will, in the

Because
of

the

of

this,

the

security-based

case of professional usage, be based

Your independent
Distributor for RFID and
Chip Card Silicon
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Circuits
IC Modules
Reader ICs
ASICs
RFID, Data Carriers, CPU,
Dual Interface, Counter ICs
• CPU/OS Bundles (Java™,
native, EMV™)

on Common Criteria.
SECURE: What application areas do you
predict will be of interest to the BSI in
the future?

SECURE: How can the Silicon Trust help
you to achieve these goals?

BK: In the same way the BSI has a
the

BK: The realization of IT security needs

German Ministry of Health, the BSI

a close partnership between indus-

will, in the future, provide security

try and government. We also need

criteria in all other administrative

forums to discuss and inform about

and IT areas, where security and

what is currently going on in IT secu-

safety are required. In all cases, the

rity. Here, the Silicon Trust plays an

BSI develops the technical standards

important role by providing a neutral

or security criteria in cooperation

platform where organizations from

with the industry and administration

both industry and government can

departments. These technical guide-

come together.

successful

collaboration

with

AdvanIDe Pte Ltd
3 Lim Teck Kim Road
#11-02 ST Building
Singapore 088934
Phone: +65/6738 0030
Fax: +65/6738 0090
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BSI

AdvanIDe GmbH
Am Klingenweg 6a
65396 Walluf
Germany
Phone: +49/6123/791-400
Fax: +49/6123/791-5400

m

www.advanide.com
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info@advanide.com

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

• Over a decade of experience
in the RFID and chip card
industry
• Neutral market position
• International sales network
• Proven and secure supply
chain
AdvanIDe Inc.
9292 Jeronimo Road
Irvine, CA 92618
USA
Phone: +1/949/598-1750
Fax: +1/949/598-1727

Z Registered travel – just
another document?

We’ve all seen the old movies where

efficient. At the heart of the SPT’s

travelers could drive up to an airport

work is the use of biometric and

gate and board a plane with minimum

chip technology for applications such

By the Silicon Trust

fuss and paperwork – but all that has

as RTPs.

now changed. Huge increases in global

Biometric technology has been piloted in some of the world’s
major airports for more than ten years. Now the technology
is becoming even more pervasive, with electronic passports
(ePassports) being rapidly implemented by many countries
worldwide. And while ePassports are being used to beef up
border security by providing a more reliable method of verifying
individuals’ identities, registered traveler programes (RTPs) are
fast gaining currency as a way of keeping select members of
the traveling public moving, as well as improving safety. The
Silicon Trust reports on the latest developments in the RTP
arena and examines the issues that lie ahead.

travel and the launch of even bigger

The situation today

aircrafts – such as the A350 and the

In the UK alone, BAA, the country’s

A380 – translate into greater volumes

biggest airport operator, has reported a

of passengers arriving at airports at

steady increase in passenger numbers

the same time, so necessitating swifter

over the past ten years, with the

processing. But at the same time, the

number of people passing through

international

terrorism,

its airports rising from 103.2 mil-

money laundering and trafficking of

lion in 1997 to 147.8 million in 2006.

drugs and people have to be taken into

The growth – a trend that has been

account. Somehow these conflicting

repeated

needs of high throughput and robust

Europe, North America and Asia – has

security must be resolved.

come at a time when stakeholders have

threats

of

in

airports

throughout

been calling for an improvement in
Groups

such

as

the

Simplifying

aviation security. So a system is needed

Passenger Travel Program have been

that can speed up passenger throughput

working for some time to find ways

while ensuring that security is not

of improving travel security and the

compromised in any way, with RTPs

traveling experience for passengers

rapidly being seen as a solution.

by replacing repetitive document and
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traveler checks with a new stream

With ePassports only just being rolled

lined system that collects the required

out,

information once and then shares

whether yet another travel document

it

is really needed. But RTPs are helping

electronically

with

service

providers.

September

11th

subsequent
And

some

critics

might

question

since

passengers bypass long queues at

2001, interest in this

airports and giving authorities more

work has escalated as governments

time to spend on those who have not

and the aviation industry have come

been pre-approved – and may even be

under intense pressure to ensure that

on a watchlist of suspected fraudsters

air travel remains both secure and

or terrorists.

Registered travel – just another document?
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 Bearing in mind that air travel plays a

technology and guidelines for biometric

key role in the economic life of a nation,

types included in the document. So

it is essential that air travel should be

far, the use of biometrics in RTPs is

as quick and convenient as possible

not compatible with the ICAO 9303

for the vast majority of travelers. Take,

scheme for ePassports, EU regulation

for example, the case of the business

2252/2004 or the US VISIT framework.

person flying from London to Hong

Biometric matching in RTPs may be

Kong for a meeting. He or she will not

1:1 or 1:many. And although most

want to stand in a long queue for hours

programs run a biometric in com

waiting to have travel documents

bination with a smart card, both contact-

checked. If he or she is processed on

based (as is the case in the US) and

an RTP, the authorities will have more

contactless (as in France) technologies

time to examine the documents of

are being deployed. Each program has

another traveler about to board the

its own data register combined with

flight who has attracted suspicion.

specific data content and scheme.

RTP versus ePassport

standards to create a permanent,

travelers can cross the EU’s external

interoperable and vendor-neutral RTP.

borders using automated or semi-

In the European Union (EU), the

automated border crossing procedures.

European

first

DG TREN has carried out a feasibility

proposed RTPs as a long-term possi‑

study of the registered passenger

bility in its November 2005 ‘Synergies

concept, focusing on aviation security.

Communication’. RTPs also feature as

DG JLS has conducted a preliminary

(VWP) nations such as Germany and

part of a transatlantic dialogue with

study of the legal, social, political and

France, as well as other countries

the US in the EC’s May 2005 proposals

environmental aspects of entry/exit and

Although RTPs use similar technologies
to ePassports, their application is very
different. At the moment, RTPs only
exist as pilots, while ePassports have
now been deployed in more than 40
states, including Visa Waiver Program

22

‘Privium Card – RTP Program Schiphol’

RTPs are helping
passengers bypass long
queues at airports and
giving authorities more time
to spend on those who have
not been pre-approved

(EC)

such as the Maldives, which began

Although

among

for ‘A stronger EU-US partnership

RTP. It will also carry out a technical

issuing the documents in July 2007.

biometrics, secure tokens and data

and a more open market for the 21st

feasibility study using a selection of

Furthermore, there are no interoper-

registration is the goal, there is

century’.

scenarios. These studies – which will

ability standards for RTPs. This is in

still some way to go before this is

stark contrast to ePassports, which

achieved. However, progress is slowly

The EC’s Directorate-General (DG) for

of 2007 – will provide results which

are governed by standards such as the

being made. In the US, the Registered

Justice, Freedom and Security (JLS)

will be used to inform debate among

ID3 form factor applied to traditional

Traveler Interoperability Consortium

and DG Transport and Energy (TREN)

member states and the European

and ePassport booklets as well as

(RTIC) has been established to develop

are promoting a series of studies

Parliament about the next steps and

specifications

common business rules and technical

aimed at developing a means by which

pilot programs.

for

Cause & Effect

contactless

chip

interoperability

Commission

silicon trust

have all been completed by the end
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Business tool and government

check-in, dedicated baggage drop and

Faro airport in Portugal the main

sion of existing and pilot programs,

mandate

designated channels for restricted

host airports. The key focus of these

as well as new, more comprehensive

It is also important to remember that

area access, immigration control,

pilots is on the Schengen border

pilots in member states.

RTPs can be seen as a business tool,

security

and the entry/exit control process (see

whereas ePassports are government-

boarding.

In the EU, if member states are to

driven to conform with International

Privium scheme offers three types

enjoy the benefits of interoperability,

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

of membership: Privium Plus, Privium

In the UK, the miSENSE pilot began in

work needs to take place on a number

guidelines, and – in the case of VWP

Basic

and

2006. Since then, three linked services

of fronts. Today we have a series of

countries – to comply with US require-

a selection of other applications.

have been developed to test different

isolated registers in locations such as

ments. This is an important distinction,

For example, holders of Privium Plus

aspects of the ideal process:

Heathrow, Frankfurt and Schiphol, and

which has an impact on how RTPs

can

only the border police for each specific

are packaged, marketed and trialled.

in two airport car parks, check-in at

miSENSE

– which focuses on

airport can access that register. To

Typically 5%-7% of passengers in each

the business class desk of 19 airlines,

capturing

travelers’

further complicate things, each register

EU member state are frequent travelers

and access discounts and Schiphol

at airline check-in and verifiying

could potentially have a different

and make up 50% of airlines’ business.

valet parking.

identity at the entrance to security

structure

Therefore,

These passengers would be an ideal

in addition to the technical and

target group and market for this appli-

Choosing a technology

process

challenges

cation and may even be willing to pay

Although there are no international

miSENSE Plus – a trusted traveler

being addressed is the need for an

extra for the convenience of traveling

specifications for the type of biometric

scheme including the capture of

EU-wide

data

through an airport on an RTP, that

used in an RTP, iris and fingerprint

13 biometrics, the issue of an RFID

bank which border police of all 27

could be packaged with other suitable

recognition have taken a lead. Iris is

smart card and the use of self-

member states can access to read and

offers. For example, Hong Kong’s

accurate, can be used in hands-free

service border clearance gates;

change data.

SPEED programe offers additional

mode, is fast and can be operated

benefits such as enhanced Internet

without a token. Fingerprint technology

miSENSE all clear – a simulated

is cost-effective, easy to use and also

interactive

fast.

Information (iAPI) system, which

 Further steps could include the exten-

and

content.

interoperability

central

register

or

Country

Programme title

Biometrics

Smart card solution?

Total cycle time

France

P.E.G.A.S.E

Fingerprint

Yes

15 sec

UK

miSENSE

Fingerprint, Iris

Yes

10 – 12 sec

Netherlands

Privium

Iris

Yes

Netherlands

Saphire

Iris

Yes

12 sec

Germany

ABG

Iris

No

20 sec

UK

IRIS

Iris

No

Fig. 1 Registered traveler programs in Europe
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clearance

Meanwhile,

and

also

and

Privium

access

the

aircraft
Dutch

Partner,

priority

Fig. 1).

parking

biometrics

screening and aircraft boarding;

recorded
The European perspective
There

are

several

pilots

Birmingham

3,097

Passenger

traveler

records

when it operated at London Heath
running

in Europe, with London Heathrow,
Manchester,

Advanced

row terminal 3 between February
and March 2007.

and

Gatwick in the UK, Schiphol in the

In the US, several airports have intro-

Netherlands, Frankfurt in Germany,

duced RTPs with an expedited secure

Charles de Gaulle in France and

lane and a registered traveler card 
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 price of around US$100. Participating
airports include Orlando, Los Angeles,

Border

Services

Agency

and

US

Customs and Border Protection.

Minneapolis-St Paul, Boston Logan,
Washington

Reagan

National,

Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky, India
napolis, Norman Mineta San Jose,
JFK New York, San Francisco and
George Bush Intercontinental Houston.
Initially,

these

programs

focused

on domestic flights. However, with

Iris is accurate, can be
used in hands-free mode,
is fast and can be operated
without a token. Fingerprint
technology is cost-effective,
easy to use and also fast.

the launch of both the CLEAR and
the

NEXUS

programs,

low-risk,

pre-approved

passengers

traveling

airports and Europe, such as Hong

passenger flow, appropriately channel-

The CLEAR scheme, which uses

Kong and the UK or Indonesia and the

ling, separating and sorting travelers,

cross-border can enjoy faster border

fingerprint and iris biometrics, is

Netherlands.

and correctly verifying their identity

clearance.

generally regarded as one of the

against

strongly

authenticated

best-known US RTPs. It began enrolling

What next?

enrolment data. Boundary conditions

iris

members in Orlando in June 2005

As we have seen, there has been an

include separate flows for EU and

recognition-based programe, which

and, in January 2007, the Transport

explosion in RTP activity around the

non-EU citizens, registered and non-

was jointly established by Canada’s

Security

world, with the US and Europe in

registered persons and increasing

approved CLEAR to conduct both

particular

passenger

enrolment and verification services

thousands of travelers. The task now

coming years as demand for air

as part of the national rollout of the

is for the RTIC and the EC to continue

travel continues to grow.

RTP. Demand for cards is high, and in

their development work on both sides

August, CLEAR announced that it took

of the Atlantic to ensure that technical

As

only 30 hours for 1,000 fliers to sign up

concerns are addressed.

number and more people are enrolled

The

NEXUS

scheme

is

an

Administration

(TSA)

delivering

schemes

to

at flyclear.com following the official

pilot

clearing

programs

rates

in

increase

the

in

in schemes linking major airports, it is

opening of enrolment at San Francisco

The international interoperability and

essential that EU-led and US govern-

International Airport. By the middle of

scalability of RTPs – focusing on logical

ment-driven work continues in order

2007, CLEAR had enrolled more than

data

to find robust solutions for the many

59,000 travelers nationwide.

architecture, biometric technology and

structure,

overall

security

challenges.

m

cross-border data exchange, as well
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In Asia, RTPs have been run between

as airport process realignment – is

the mega cities of Tokyo and Seoul in

key to ensuring travelers’ acceptance

South Korea, as well as between major

of

silicon trust

them.

This

includes

adapting

This article previously appeared in
Biometric Technology Today, October
2007, published by Elsevier Ltd
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 The Growing Trend for
Secure RFID Tags

Although identification using Radio

typically be used up to 30 cm away,

Frequency

has

high-frequency (HF) tags (13.56 MHz)

come to our attention during the last

up to 1,5 m away, ultra high-frequency

By Tolgahan Yildiz, Business Development, Infineon Technologies AG

decade, it has been in use for more

(UHF) tags (typically 868-915 MHz

than fifty years. The first demonstra-

and 433MHz) up to 7 m away and

tion of an active RFID device was

microwaves

performed by the German Airforce in

5.8 GHz) from up to 15m (see Fig. 1).

an attempt to design a crude system

However, these higher reading ranges

to identify and distinguish their own

come at a significant price: UHF and

aircrafts from those of others. Today,

microwave RFID systems will not reach

RF technology is used in a broad range

the same anti-collision performance

of applications; from remote keyless

like HF systems. Also the tag to reader

entry for automobiles to animal track-

communication in UHF and microwave

ing, highway toll collection, inventory

is much more open to security attacks –

and supply-chain management, trans-

like

portation, ticketing and payment.

compared to HF solutions. Furthermore

Wireless identification is a promising technology for
applications such as inventory and supply chain management,
logistics, transportation, security and access control.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has already proven its
strengths to efficiently collect, distribute, store and analyze
information on traced objects. Now there is a growing potential
for a new use case for RFID tags: Secure Authentication.
Consequently the question arises – what does security mean
in the context of RFID tags?

(RF)

technology

the

range

tampering

the

(2.45 GHz

and

and

jamming –

communication

is

very

What RFID always implies is the use

sensitive to weather conditions and

of inductive coupling or radio waves

surrounding materials.

to communicate information. Then,
depending on the target application

Distinguishing between RFID tags

requirements, particular RF technol-

and contactless smart cards

ogy is implemented with specific

The major misinterpretation of RFID

operational

frequency,

by the public and media emerges from

read range and security features. A

the claim that the smart card based

major classification parameter for RFID

electronic passports have the same

is the source of energy supply. Passive

technology and features as the RFID

tags use the RF signal as an energy

tags used for inventory management.

source for the IC chip, while active

RF-enabled contactless smart cards

devices use battery power and in turn

use passive RF technology, operate

achieve greater access range. Another

at HF with short access ranges (less

classification can be made based on

than 10 cm) and support a wide

the

variety of security features for critical

parameters,

operation

frequency.

Low-fre-

quency (LF) tags (125–135 kHz) can
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mutual authentication support with

Low Frequency

High
Frequency

Ultra High
Frequency

Microwave

Frequency

125-135 kHz

13.56 mHz

433MHz and
868-915 MHz

2.45 GHz and
5.8 GHz

ICs offer higher security with mutual

Reading Range

up to 1.2m

up to 1.5m

up to 7m

up to 15m

authentication with 64bit keys (e.g.

Speed

Low

Medium-very fast

Fast

Very fast

my-d® proximity and my-d® vicinity

Worldwide

Yes

Yes

Partly (EU/USA)

Partly (not in EU)

Anti-collision

Very Slow

Very high

High

High

Communication
robustness

High

High

Limited

Limited

11784 / 85
14223

14443 Type A/B
18000-3.1/15693
18000-3.2

18000.7
18000-6
EPC C0/C1/C1G2

18000-4

item tracking,
transportation,
CL smart card
applications

pallet, truck,
trailer tracking
container
tracking

Existing ISO
Standards

Major Applications

a key length of 48bit, other memory

by Infineon). Applications demanding
higher security, such as ePurse payment
cards, have integrated microcontrollers

access,
immobilizer,
gas, laundry

with the capability of performing
calculations for complex encryption
algorithms with long key lengths.
T-Money, a multi-functional ePurse

road toll,
container…

application

Seoul’s

Transport

System is a well known success story.

Fig. 1 Classification of passive RF technology with respect to operation frequencies

T-Money cards have contactless microbut minimum security and privacy

controllers supporting international

 corporate identification cards, docu-

On the other hand, RFID tags and

concerns. The success of RFID in

and national encryption algorithms.

ments such as the electronic passport,

labels are used to add value in manu-

inventory management led Wal-Mart

As the information stored on the chip

and contactless financial payment

facturing,

object-related

to further integrate the technology

becomes more sensitive, such as

cards where the stored information

tracking

identification.

into its supply chain and mandated

biometric data, a higher level of data

requires a high level of privacy. The ID

Usually RFID tags contain memory

its suppliers to use RFID tags in their

security and privacy protection is

device in such cases typically includes a

ICs. They operate over short to long

products starting from January 2006.

required. Therefore in applications

security microcontroller with dedicated

ranges (e.g., from few centimetres to

hardware accelerators for encryption

15m), and have relatively lower built-in

In applications where security and

National eID Cards, only security micro-

algorithms and extra high security

support for security.

authenticity are more of a concern,

controllers are used which are able to

ICs with built-in security features are

meet the high requirements for data

logistics,
and

object

features against counterfeiting and

30

for

such

as

electronic

passports

or

fraud. Furthermore they comply with

Different applications require

available to use. This can be illustrated

security and privacy, with integrated

international standards for contact

different levels of data security

with a wide range of personal and

countermeasures

and contactless smart card technology

and privacy

government ID applications. Memory

threats and attacks (see Fig. 2).

(ISO/IEC 7816 and ISO/IEC 14443) and

RFID tags drew significant attention

ICs used in transportation and ticketing

implement extra security features to

when Wal-Mart started to use them for

applications support various security

Secure RFID tags – a growing trend

protect payment, access and identity

inventory management. These were

features

counterfeiting

Wireless identification is a very prom-

applications in order to meet 3rd party

low cost UHF tags designed for high

and fraud. For instance, industry

ising technology for applications such

security certifications. [1]

speed tracking, with long read ranges,

standard Mifare memory ICs have

as asset, inventory and supply chain 
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 management, secure authentication

increased security in certain appli-

and access control. RFID has already

cations. The driving force behind

proven its strengths to efficiently

the trend is the increasing financial

collect, distribute, store and analyze

damage and the legal risks of fraud

information on traced objects. In the

and counterfeiting. In the fight against

short to medium term, RFID will con-

global

tinue to extend its use cases in logistics,

fraud, the pharmaceutical industry is

automotive, aeronautical and pharma-

a potential lead user of higher security

ceutical industries; not just in tracking

RFID tags. Cloning of drugs and

the objects, but also in optimizing the

medication cause not only significant

business and operational processes. [2]

financial

cloning,

counterfeiting

and

damage to the industry,

but also jeopardize the health of

Fig. 3 RFID systems are composed of tags, readers, host computers and the backbone IT systems –
security of the whole system has to be ensured in each level [3]

Although the requirement for security

individuals on a global scale. Using

in RFID tags utilized in object ID

secure tags as a sign of authenticity

here that the security requirements of

security is at stake (see Fig. 3). The

applications has been relatively low

is also a promising solution for the

these applications and corresponding

fulfillment of security requirements of

compared to government driven eID

global brands, who invest millions into

security

RFID

the whole system can only be ensured

applications,

developments

the creation and continuity of their

tags will never reach the security

if security is taken as a measure in

have indicated a growing interest in

brand value. It is worthy to mention

recent

features

on

the

every level of abstraction in the system;
from the IC to readers and the

In the fight against global
cloning, counterfeiting and
fraud, the pharmaceutical
industry is a potential lead
user of higher security
RFID tags.

enterprise information system. The
growing trend of secure RFID tags is
certainly a challenge for every partner
in the value chain and requires
co-operative, collaborative and aligned
product development to meet the high
requirements and obtain a leading 

features of a CL smart card with a
secure microcontroller used for an
electronic Passport application.

Security beyond the tag
Fig. 2 Security requirements in RF enabled technologies vary according
to the application requirements [1]
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IC memory on the RFID tag is the
end node of a complex system, where
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 market position. These issues and

from IC chip to information systems.

more were addressed thoroughly in

Yet there is a growing demand in

the conference “RFID: Towards the

the market for secure RFID memory

Internet of Things” hosted by the

ICs with concrete use cases and

German Federal Ministry of Economics

lead sectors. As a semiconductor

and Technology in Berlin June 2007.

manufacturer with high security com-

Identification of the standardization

petence, Infineon has already inte-

gaps and development of a framework

grated secure RFID memory ICs into

for the interoperable security mecha-

its portfolio (Mifare, my-d® proximity

nisms in Europe have been defined as

Secure & my-d® vicinity Secure) and is

key activities necessary to meet the

ready to face the challenge of achiev-

particular

ing secure and reliable solutions for

security

and

privacy

requirements of the EU.

U n i v er sa l i n f or m at ion
i n you r i n b ox

the new generation of secure RFID
applications.

m

The future of RFID
In conclusion, RFID technology has
a very broad target application range
and the special requirements of each
application determine the suitable
standard, operational frequency, read
range,

and

security

features.

Consequently an RFID solution for
inventory tagging is different from
contactless smart card solutions such
as electronic passports – on every level;

References:
[1] ‘RFID Tags and Contactless smart card
Technology: Comparing and Contrasting
Applications and Capabilities’, Smart Card
Alliance, White Paper
[2] European Policy Outlook RFID draft version
Working document for the expert conference
‘RFID: Towards the Internet of Things’,
June 2007,
www.eu2007-wirtschaft.de,
www.rfid-outlook.de
[3] T.Phillips, T.Karygiannis, R.Kuhn, ‘Security
Standards for the RFID Market’, IEEE Security
and Privacy, November/December 2005
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 Combining Authentication
with Access to Services
across Europe

Identity cards have been

Within this context, the introduction

established for a variety of

of new electronic National ID Cards

reasons:

has been scheduled. Building upon

•	To serve as proof of identity

By Dietmar Wendling, Vice President Marketing, SCM Microsystems GmbH

Identity cards, in one form or another, have been in use within
numerous countries throughout the world for quite some years;
however, the type of card, function and integrity vary enormously.
And while many countries, including France, Germany and Spain,
have compulsory National ID Cards that are used for a variety of
functions, others have not enforced such forms of identification.

the technologies introduced for the

(required when opening a bank

implementation of ePassports, the eID

account, voting, proving age and

Cards will incorporate a microprocessor

residence);

chip that stores personal information

•	I n combination with a picture ID

and enables the electronic identifica-

and credit or debit payment

tion of the holder. Authentication for

capabilities to purchase or

the use of digital signatures should

receive goods;

also be possible with the new eID

•	With the introduction of

Card.

electronic cards that incorporate
microprocessor technology, ID

Although the initiative has already

Cards can also become an

started to roll out in Europe, eID Cards

efficient interface for the

appear to be a source of continuous

receipt of government services.

debate. Many are concerned about the
extensive cost and potential abuse of

Europe is leading the way

the microprocessor smart cards. In
foster

addition, as the introduction of Natio

growth in the information society

nal eID Cards often implies the devel-

and

Europe

opment of a centralized database to

and to develop European countries,

store sensitive and private data of

the European Commission adopted

millions of citizens, the cards could

the

European

be used to track an individual’s

Information Society 2010”. This is a

movements and lifestyle, which is

comprehensive strategy for modern-

regarded as an infringement of privacy

izing and deploying all EU policy

and civil liberties. Furthermore, in some

mandates

digital

countries, eID Cards could include

economy. The aim of the program is

information concerning an individual’s

to modernize public administration

religious and/or political affiliations

through the use of the Internet and

or ethnic background, which could

other new digital technologies.

potentially lead to discrimination in

To

enhance

media

innovation,

industries

initiative

to

“i2010:

boost

in

the

a variety of situations. Some even 
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duct financial transactions; to quickly

interoperability, ICAO standards are a

The National ID Card will be based on

verify

to

useful starting point. Estonia, France,

technical standards and harmonization

services and can also be a useful

and Germany have taken an especially

that have been developed by European

administrative tool to increase effi

active role regarding this issue.

partners within the last few years.

ciency when dealing with both the

In Germany, the ongoing introduction

As well as the government and public

government and private organizations.

of contactless eID Card is planned in

administration benefiting from the new

accordance with EU specifications

technology, it is extremely important

Program considerations

from 2008 onwards, lasting over a ten

that there are additional advantages

While the introduction of eID Card is

year period and replacing the former ID

for the citizens, in order to make the

already underway in some European

Card in a step by step process. Driving

introduction of electronic ID Card a

countries, there are additional factors,

the introduction of electronic ID Card

success. The new card must gain

which need to be taken into consider-

are social and economic changes

similar acceptance in economic life

ation for the program to be a success.

and

as

ownership

or

eligibility

 believe that eID Cards impose a disproportionate

burden

technological

change.

the

current

driver’s

license

At the same time, the government

or health insurance card. That is,

both

First, it is vitally important to ensure

recognizes there is an opportunity to

they must serve as a tool for secure

the government and citizens, while

the security of the card. While there

offer a better service to their citizens,

authentication and identification that,

empowering

interests.

are as yet no legally binding standards

while

although introduced by the govern

Others argue that existing forms of

or timetables imposed by the Euro

logical developments in Germany.

documentation, such as a driver’s

pean Commission, there are technical

license, passport or health insurance

security standards that should be

business

upon

rapid

enabling

important

techno-

ment for administrative purposes, 

card, already provide an identification
function, albeit on a more limited scale,
and thus a new electronic ID Card is
unnecessary.

In contrast, there are also many
benefits to be enjoyed with the

The eID Card can help to
reduce fraud and identity
theft when used to open a
bank account or conduct
financial transactions

implementation of National eID Cards.
Within Europe, for example, the eID
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Card can be used as identification

harmonized and complied with. Much

at national borders in lieu of a pass-

can be accomplished by building upon

port. The eID Card can also help to

the work already done on security

reduce fraud and identity theft when

features

used to open a bank account or con-

and bearing in mind the need for
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for

electronic

passports,
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German Industry Forum (DIF) has

high security requirements of govern

helped to advise the EU with the

ment

National

panies such as SCM Microsystems

ID

Project

in

terms

of

applications.

developing

Already,

com-

standardization, interfaces and the

are

affordable

card

reader architecture. For more than three

terminals for home use that will

years, they have been working to estab-

become available to consumers.

lish an infrastructure that incorporates
existing international standards with
the objective of EU harmonization.

In addition to the physical components of the system, there must also
be a mechanism to certify the cards,
the software and the readers. Govern
ment applications can then be isolated
from business applications depending
on the security level. This ensures

In addition to security gains
for citizens and the
government, electronic
identification also
creates additional
opportunities for businesses
and for the
modernization of public
administration

that the end user can understand
and trust the security level required
Conclusion

 finds wide-spread acceptance and

infrastructures, various applications

to understand all technical details.

Europe is already well down the

use in everyday life and business.

for identification or government and

Another crucial aspect is the func-

path towards electronic National ID

In addition to security gains for

citizen services, as well as card readers

tionality, security and price for card

Card. By 2010, mutual recognition of

citizens and the government, elec-

for government agencies, businesses

readers – especially home terminals –

national electronic identities (eID) for

tronic

and the home.

which are required to read out the

interoperable authenticated access for

stored information on the card or to

public services across will be in place.
Good

identification

additional
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for each application, without having

also

opportunities

for

creates
busi-

nesses and for the modernization

The infrastructure must be defined in

perform

of public administration.

terms of international standards, so

The card readers must be reasonably

Member

that the technology can be exported to

priced and must accommodate not

sion, and the EU Presidency, as well

Card and infrastructure

other applications in other countries.

just the electronic ID Card, but other

as constructive consultations with

requirements

For this, interoperability between mul-

cards such as an electronic health

industry

But cards are only one component of a

tiple cards and card readers must be

card or a banking card as well – all

remains to be done to gain acceptance

complex system for National ID Card

guaranteed, and harmonized products

while being easy to use and meeting

from all European citizens and make

programs. Also needed are program

available from manufacturers. The

evolving industry standards and the

the introduction a success.
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the

desired

applications.

cooperation
States,

exists
the

associations.

between

EU

commis-

Still,

much

m
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 The Future of eID
in Turkey

Overview, concept and motivation

Management System. The main govern

In

mental

eGovernment

in this project as a whole include

By Oktay Adalıer, Project Manager and Aydın Kubilay,

transformation strategy, all GIs have

the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the

New Project Coordinator, TÜBITAK UEKAE

been focused on converting their

Ministry of Health and the Ministry of

business processes accordingly. One

Labor and Social Security.

Turkey has become a country of change and is making
important progress in many fields. One of the indicators of
a developing country is the integration of its Governmental
Institutions (GI) with business, under the umbrella of
information technologies - transferring traditional public
processes into the electronic environment. In this way, a
government aims to provide the best possible service to its
citizens in terms of convenience, speed and quality.

Turkey,

whilst

implementing

their

preparing

and

departments

participating

of the most important aspects of this
preparation work has been to define

After the development phase, the

and confirm the service to be given by

system will initially be on trial within

the GI and also agree on who would

the health and social security domain.

receive this service. This is important

Once the pilot project has been

to both the institutions and the citizens,

successfully completed, it will act as a

so that the institutions can ensure

role model for other departments such

the correct services are being given

as the Ministry of Justice, Ministry

to the right citizens and the citizens

of Finance and the Turkish Police

are aware of their individual rights to

Organization. They will aim to adapt

these services.

their processes and applications to fit
the Electronic Identity Authentication

The

implementation

of

Turkey’s

and Management System, benefiting

Electronic Identity Authentication and

from the lessons learned by the initial

Management System was announced

departments.

in May 2006. The project is estimated
to take until 2013 to cover all of the

Pilot application

country’s citizens. TÜBITAK UEKAE

The State Planning and Organization

were given the overall responsibility by

department of the Prime Ministry has

the Turkish Prime Ministry to project

put together a three phase plan for

manage this system development, due

the final acceptance of the project.

to their specialist research in the field

The first step has been to ensure that

of communications and data security.

the integration of the whole project
will be tested at TÜBITAK UEKAE.

There
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are

two

major

areas

of

For the second step, the Ministry of

development within this eGovernment

Health will select one of the Turkish

strategy: the citizen ID Card and the

cities that has already successfully

Electronic Identity Authentication and

completed the implementation of its 
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 family doctor scheme. In this city,

scheme will be finished and the next

and the ‘Secure Card Access Device’

serial ID number. This way, the user’s

the pilot system would be tested

step will be the deployment phase of

(SCAD) through a process known as

privacy is ensured.

with 10,000 inhabitants as the first

the eID Cards to all Turkish citizens.

asymmetric algorithms.

user group of the eID Card. Several

This will most probably be undertaken

contains a secure access module

Besides authentication, related certifi-

hospitals, family doctors and pharma-

as a different project called ‘Project

(SAM) that includes its own digital

cates can also be used for encryption

cies would also take part in the pilot

Deployment’.

certificate. Then in the next step, the

purposes. Consequently, the same

card owner is authenticated via a PIN.

card can also be used for secure

scheme that is planned to be completed
by the end of 2007. In the final

Authentication is key

step, all the inhabitants of the city

The primary objective of the Project

If

are

Card hardware (of which the chip

(approximately 300,000 citizens) would

was to develop a strong and flexible

successfully completed, the SCAD then

is supplied by Infineon) and card

be included in the project. As well as

authentication system that could be

creates

operating system (COS) have Common

the Ministry of Health, which supports

utilized in every day life, and because

assertion

the

criteria EAL5+ and EAL4+ security

the project in every aspect, the Social

of this a four level system was chosen

eApplication to be processed on behalf

certifications respectively, and can

Security department also provides the

for development.

of the citizen. The eApplication trusts

hold true certificates to handle the

the authentication assertion if it is

digital signature process in terms of

communication. The new citizen ID

infrastructure to support and meet the

all

authentication

a

signed
and

levels

authentication

sends

it

to

requirements of the health insurance

The first level is called ‘physical

verified by the Central Authentication

signing and verification. The owner

system

in

authentication’ and is achieved by look-

Server (CAS), which provides the

of the card can then load his/her

Public

ing at and checking that the person

verification service. In the fourth level

true

Registration office will also take on

presenting the card matches the

of authentication, in addition to the

electronic certificate service provider

the role for the distribution of eID

facial photograph printed on the front

previous levels’ requirements, the card

(ESHS). It must be noted here that

Cards, as the larger the volume of

side of the ID Card. In the second

owner’s biometric data (e.g. fingerprint)

the legal stance has not yet been

cardholders, the more complicated the

level, authentication is carried out elec

is requested in order to be sure that

confirmed and there will undoubtedly

process becomes. It is expected that

tronically by comparing the owner’s

he/she is truly authenticated.

be some changes made to the digital

in the third quarter of 2009, the pilot

face against his/her digitized photo

addition,

for

the
the

citizens.
Turkish

And

Turkish eID card
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digital

certificate

from

any

signature laws, which are needed

stored in the smart chip, which is

In order not to violate citizens’ human

to generalize the usage of the digital

displayed on the screen of the security

rights, the card owner’s biometric

signature. The Turkish Telecomm

controller’s monitor. These first two

data is only held in the smart card

unication Association continues to

levels are called ‘basic authentication

chip. And in addition, the secure card

work on the required new regulations.

levels’ whilst levels three and four are

access readers (SCAR) are certified by

referred to as ‘extended authentication

Common Criteria (CC) EAL4+ and are

The working principles

levels’

cryptographic

equipped with a true digital certificate

The system is being designed for high

methods that are incorporated. The

by the SAM. In contrast, ID Cards

usability and ease, so that the end user

third level requires mutual authenti-

contain unqualified digital certificates,

only has to spend minimum time and

cation between the smart card chip

which are associated with the card’s

effort in order to make efficient use 

due

to

tübitak uekae

the
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 of the system; all the complex proce-

ment points. At the PDPs, while it is

Infrastructure (NPKI) - which has

dures and transactions are carried out

decided who takes which services and

also been developed by TÜBITAK

without the end user. So, from the

their duration, the decision will be

UEKAE. The NPKI is widely used

user’s point of view, only a PIN or

made by the SCADs at the end point.

by the Turkish Military and some of

biometric data is required at the service

These are the policy enforcement

the country’s GIs. TÜBITAK UEKAE

point and all the other authentication

points that carry out all the decisions

also designs the new system called

operations

on behalf of the institution.

Smart Card Life-Cycle Management

(e.g.

transactions

and

returning the assertions to the appli-

System
Technology choice

for

card

distribution

and

management.

and development

The system is being
designed for high usability
and ease, so that the end
user only has to spend
minimum time and effort
in order to make efficient use
of the system.

Existing technology was modified

Conclusion

to meet the GI’s requirements for

The project as a whole was aimed at

the Turkish eID Project. AKIS (Smart

reducing identity theft in the country

Card Operating System-SCOS) was

and minimizing the economical loss

developed

TÜBITAK

and lack of prestige in governmental

UEKAE for smart cards with use of the

institutions and bodies. The main

Infineon chip. It was mandated by the

aim is to enable Turkish citizens to

office of Prime Ministry, via a Decree,

shorten their “service” time and

that AKIS will be the operating system

increase security within the services

cations) are completed by the system

of choice for the Turkish citizen eID

available. With one single card, each

in the background. These working

Card, which is a clear indication that

citizen will be able to access all the

principles are based upon policy ID

all smart cards used for the Turkish ID

services as before in the traditional

authentication and management.

Card system must be able to operate

way, and also in electronic format via

departments of government institu

with SCOS.

a new authentication system.

tions; giving citizens a better and more

nationally

at

The GIs specify the minimum level

46

qualified service.

of authentication required for each

The second technology developed for

In governmental services, the digital

eApplication and they define the

this project, is the policy based secu-

signature is a must. Every service

Last

secure

usability

rity management and authentication

provider participating in the system

people will be introduced to new

policy at the central authentication

system, which includes an authentica-

will be required to sign a transaction,

innovations

and

applications.

server (CAS). This way the CAS also

tion center, secure card access devices

thereby enabling the dissemination

is

that

Turkish

plays the role of the policy decision

and security service platforms. The

of the digital signature to the whole

will accept the new eID Cards and

point (PDP). Conversely, the SCAD

integral part of this system are the

county. Citizens will be able to work

associated applications to a wide

and the security service platform (SSP)

digital certificates, generated and

remotely using their eID Cards, greatly

range of public services quickly, and

carry out the roles of policy enforce

managed by the National Public Key

reducing inefficiencies in the service

more importantly, voluntarily.

achievement

and
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not

believed

least,

the

Turkish
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m
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 Security Drives Future
Applications

Modern technologies engender a sense

224 WG15, Europe has laid down a uni-

of security in a wide array of appli-

versal standard for security and data

cations - computer networks, border

protection on the European Citizen

By Matthias Köhler, Regional Sales Director, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

controls, online payments, health care

Card (ECC) that will provide citizens

records and government agencies.

with easier access to eGovernment

In all of these instances, individual

and local administrative services that

freedoms, such as the fundamental

includes IAS services (identification,

rights of self-determination and privacy,

authentication, digital signature). The

must be ensured.

security chip embedded in each ECC

Security is a top priority in an age where people fear
terrorism and crime; money forgery and fraud threaten
national economies, and data and intellectual theft endanger
the success of companies.

works with the most modern security
The strengths of smart cards lie in

mechanisms, such as encryption algo

the fact that applications are geared

rithms that have been deemed secure

toward data protection and the per

by neutral testing authorities. For

sonal rights of card holders. This way,

citizens, owning an ID Card in addition

card holders literally have the security

to a passport, has a number of advan-

of their freedom in their hands.

tages: it is smaller and so fits into any
wallet or billfold, and can be equipped

The ID Card – your very own

with added practical functions.

high-security document
Personal identity documents confirm

The use of ID Cards in conjunction with

the identity of individual citizens, thus

biometric features is recommended.

proving their legitimate residency with

To ensure security, an ID Card should

in their homeland. Government offices,

utilize at least two of the three

credit institutes, and eBusinesses ask

characteristics listed below:

for ID Cards as a means of unequivocally
identifying the holders. Opening a bank

• Something you have
(for example, an ID Card);

account, conducting valid business

• Something you know

transactions, and drawing government

(personal password);

benefits can be impossible without
one. Therefore, it is in the best interest

• Something you are
(individual biometric trait).

of any government for its citizens’ per-
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sonal identification documents to be

The introduction of an ECC fulfills the ba

impossible to counterfeit or misuse.

sic need of modern citizens to have their

With the drafting of Directive CEN TC

personal data available at any time.
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 ID Card security features
Documents

intended

to

prove

a

person’s identity beyond any doubt

which can be personalized,

up to ten years, G&D utilizes polyester

memory and processor, and runs

one of the features offering

(PETG),

and

the applications. It provides added

highest counterfeit resistance;

innovative compound materials (PEC)

protection through standardized secu-

(PC),

are subject to the toughest standards

• Tactile elements;

for electronic personal identification

rity protocols, methods of validation,

when it comes to their ability to resist

• Positive or negative embossing;

documents. With a multilayer structure

and logical data separation, allowing

counterfeiting. Even though smart

• OVI (Optically Variable Ink);

made of PC-PETG compound foils

even attacks such as DPA (differential

card technology goes a long way to

• Holograms (embedded, applied).

produced in a co extrusion process, PEC

power analysis) and DFA (differential

offers nearly unlimited possibilities

fault analysis) to be easily fended off.

Authentication level 2

for combining materials. The subse-

The cardholder‘s personal data are

(Features recognizable with the aid of

quent lamination process inseparably

additionally safeguarded by multi-layer

simple tools)

bonds the personalized foils. All cards

access control.

It is in the best interest
of any government for
its citizens’ personal
identification documents
to be impossible to
counterfeit or misuse.

• Background with guilloches

meet the requirements laid down in

and variable line widths;

ISO standard 7810 (ID-1 format or

Two different types of operating

customer-specific formats).

systems are recommended:

• Microprinting;

•	STARCOS ® (compliant with ISO/

• UV fluorescent inks;
• Multitude Color Device;

The microchip as an all-rounder

IEC 7816-1-4, 8, and 9),

• STEP® (Shimmery Twin Effect

The chip, or microchip, stores the

a proprietary, G&D owned,

cardholder’s personal data. It can also

operating system, provides

store his or her biometric features,

the maximum security and

Level 3 authentication includes secure

applications, and user information.

top speed;

ID Cards can all be equipped with

microchips, for example, which offer

Together with the software individually

• Sm@rtCafé® Expert (compliant

not only numerous optical security

numerous options for card admin-

suited for it, the chip must also be

with current Java Card™ and 		

features, but also machine-readable

istration,

data

designed in such a way that it can

Global Platform specifications) is

ones. The decisive factor is a reasonable

access control, as well as storage and

stand up to any known type of external

an open, standardized operating

selection of features covering the

verification of biometric features.

attack. This is achieved through the use

system that is extremely flexible

of special smart card controllers, which

and secure.

Protection).

providing that ability, visual security
features also play a vital part.

authentication

and

individual levels of authentication.
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polycarbonate

Chosen features could include the

What security is made of

utilize data bus encryption, multilayer

following:

ID Cards and passports are subjected

concepts,

sensors,

It is important that the conformity

to many kinds of stress, which is

and redundant memory, for example. It

and security of ID Cards are secured

Authentication level 1

why they need to be as durable

is important that only chips that have

by undergoing numerous composite

(Features recognizable using human

as

passed a security evaluation by an

security evaluations such as Common

senses, without the aid of tools)

physical tampering, chemicals, varying

independent authority are utilized.

Criteria for IT security evaluation (ISO

• Rainbow printing;

temperatures, environmental condi-

The chip’s operating system administers

15408) or FIPS (Federal Information

•	M LI (Multiple Laser Image),

tions, and UV radiation. For a lifetime of

the individual components such as

Processing Standard).
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order
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resist

shields,

attack
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 Development of the
National ID Card and
the Start of a Paradigm
Shift with Match-on-Card
Technology
By Ann-Sofi Höijenstam, Director, IR & Communications, Precise Biometrics AB

These are extremely exciting times as far as developments in
the integration of National ID Cards with the smart card are
concerned, and for the first time since the smart card entered
the market, we are now beginning to see a change in usage.
Over the years there have been great advances in the develop
ment of ID Cards, the chronological progress of which may be
summarized in three phases. At present, we are entering the
third development phase, and with the biometric solutions
available today, it is a crucial time to review what the future
ID Card market has in store.

Many countries are choosing to incor-

card and the National ID Card can be

porate biometric information, such as

summarized in three phases.

fingerprints, in their National ID Cards
to increase control and strengthen

The first National ID Card projects

verification between cards and card-

where smart cards replaced the classic

holders. Thailand, Portugal and Qatar

ID Card, started some ten years ago in

are among some of the countries that

pioneering countries including Sweden

have seen the advantages and possi-

and Finland. The purpose of replacing

bilities of utilizing biometrics, and as

the traditional ID Card with a smart

a consequence, have decided to imple-

card was to increase the security

ment smart card technology with bio-

offered by the token. It was, quite simply,

metric information onto their National

a matter of preventing people from fal-

ID Cards. In addition, there are many

sifying photos on paper ID Cards. This

other

in

new generation of ID Cards utilizing

Europe, Asia and the Middle East, that

smart card technology solved the

have shown great interest in the tech-

problem of falsification by storing the

nology.

photo and other printed information

countries,

predominantly

electronically in a chip, which acts as a
Many countries are choosing biometric

secure information container.

smart card solutions for their ID Cards
to tighten control and enhance the effi-

From the point of view of the cardholder,

ciency of their systems. And with the

there were no actual changes in the

Match-on-Card technology available

use of the new ID Cards compared

today, the solution offers countless

with the old system. And although

opportunities when it comes to ensur-

attempts were made to add different

ing reliable identification, without sac-

functions to the card, such as credit

rificing personal privacy.

card and cash card features, no real
interest was generated in the market.

Three phases of development
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But whilst talking of an exciting future

The general conclusion of the new

and the wealth of possible opportuni-

smart card enabled ID document was

ties, we should not forget how we came

that the security aspect had been

this far. In our opinion, the develop-

dealt with, but that nothing else had

ment of integration between the smart

changed or progressed. Therefore, in 
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 reality, the new ID Cards did not bring

introduction of their new ID Cards, was

is still required to verify the cardholder

anything new to the user, but merely

that their governments were seeking

against his/her photo on the ID Card.

created a more expensive solution for

to strengthen verification between the

all concerned.

cardholder’s identity and the actual

New application areas

card. In some cases this increased the

This has led to today’s technology

Biometrics for increased control

speed of identity checks and therefore

and the third phase, which we are

The second phase in smart card based

improved the overall flow, but, as with

now entering into. Using Match-on-

ID documentation could be said to

previous solutions, there was still little

Card technology, verification between

have started with the introduction of

expansion in the variety of usage of

the cardholder and the smart card is

automatic biometrics in the market.

the card from the point of view of the

performed by the actual chip on the

In this phase, biometric information

cardholder.

ID Card - a major advantage both as

could be checked and measured automatically, outside of the card, using

One of the reasons that these
specific countries were
interested in using
biometrics, in conjunction
with the introduction of their
new ID Cards, was that their
governments were seeking
to strengthen verification
between the cardholder’s
identity and the actual card.
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far as personal privacy is concerned,
In most cases it was the authorities

as the information on the card never

National Health Service Card, Voter’s

who took the initiative and advocated

leaves the chip, and the fact that with

Card and the ordinary ID Card) and is a

the use of second-generation cards that

Match-on-Card technology, it is easier

real example of the ID Card of the future.

utilized Template-on-Card solutions –

to involve third parties to supply

and incidentally, the card’s main appli-

applications and biometric hardware,

It is also believed that the third

cation area was in identifying users

such as fingerprint readers.

generation ID Card could be used in

to the authorities. Once again, this

shops or at nightclubs to check and

didn’t increase the functionality of

At the moment a number of large

verify a person’s age when purchasing

the card for the cardholders, as the ID

countries, including Thailand and

goods such as tobacco and alcohol.

Card continued to be restricted to one

Portugal, are choosing to add biometric

The control of a person’s information

particular kind of use. Template-on-

information to their new ID Cards.

using biometrics will allow authorities

Card technology, where verification

Portugal’s new ID Card is an example of

to verify that the information has

takes place outside the card (i.e. in the

third generation ID Card development

been checked, whilst at the same time

hardware), limits the possible appli-

with Match-on-Card technology and

giving sales staff confirmation that

cation areas for the ID Card, since it

Portugal is the first European country

they have carried out certain checks

‘Template-on-Card’ solutions. Countries

prevents third parties from using the

to roll out ID Cards with fingerprint

and abided by regulations.

such as Malaysia and Hong Kong

biometric information, e.g. retailers

identification technology.

adopted this solution for their ID Cards.

seeking to check the age of a customer.

The new ID Card can also be of

In addition, as the hardware has to be

What makes Portugal’s ID Card so

great use when registering mobile

One of the reasons that these specific

issued by a trusted party, this limits

revolutionary, is the fact that it replaces

subscriptions, as it may be necessary

countries were interested in using

options for broad use and of flexibility

the previous five separate citizen cards

to verify that the person receiving the

biometrics, in conjunction with the

in the system. Basically, a third party

(Social Security Card, Taxpayer Card,

phone number is the actual person 
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 concerned. Match-on-Card technology

Cards are concerned, where Match-on-

can be utilized by all social bodies

Card technology offers major opportu-

that require acknowledgement that

nities for the future when it comes to

they have checked a particular piece

improved efficiency, and further scope

of information stored on the ID Card,

for development in other application

such as age and name. The Match-on-

areas – and all while protecting per-

Card solution also guarantees personal

sonal privacy.

privacy, as the information/data is only
stored in the chip, ensuring that there

Match-on-Card biometrics will cause

is no risk of access or exploitation by

the

unauthorized persons.

National ID Cards in the same way

smart

card

to

revolutionize

it has done with bank cards, where

56

A bright future

PIN and Match-on-Card have made

We are embarking on a new paradigm

Europay, MasterCard and VISA archi-

as far as biometrics and National ID

tecture possible.
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 New Ideas in Planning as
ePassports become part of
a Superior eID Strategy
By Markus Hartmann, CEO, HJP Consulting GmbH

The worldwide introduction of ePassports has been
accomplished with an amazing speed of just five years since
2002, when basic technology decisions had been taken by
ICAO. Todays issuing authorities are starting to integrate
the ePassport into their eID strategy.

System components will be used for

or issuing a public tender to ensure

different applications e.g. enrolment

that the proposals submitted are

stations should be able to collect data

based on accurate information and

for both the ePassport and the eID

cover all factors. If this isn’t done,

Cards. Data should be re-used e.g.

tenders often have to be re-issued.

fingerprints for ePassport, eID Cards
and AFIS. eID Cards will carry multi-

In conclusion, there is no alternative

applications, including the ICAO travel

for the issuing authority to become

functionality. No problem for modern

responsible for the management of the

chip based solutions, but only if such

planning, procurement and approval

schemes are based on sound planning.

processes of the particular project. We

We often hear from governments

believe that there are five milestones

that they build their projects on the

to be distinguished on the way to a

assumption that the selected system

successful

integrator will design and deliver a

projects in general.

implementation

of

eID

turn-key-solution. However, this does
not release the issuing authority from

Five milestones to manage

becoming deeply involved in all levels

an eID project

of the project: planning, procurement

There

and approval. A sound and stringent

management methodologies available

planning methodology is key to handling

for managing IT projects in the market.

the high degree of complexity of such

However, the management of ePassport

long lasting eID projects.

or eID Card projects have their own

are

specifics,
Turn-key solutions depend on
sound requirements
In
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general,

eID

solutions

many

which

well

should

defined

not

be

forgotten:
•	ePassports and eID Cards have a

always

validity of up to two years before

require a high degree of customization,

plus ten years after issuance, while

as the processes of enrolment and

the warranty conditions given by

issuance, as well as the interfaces

the suppliers may vary;

to legacy systems, do not follow a

•	An ePassport cannot be changed if

specific European standard. These

a new requirement is implemented

specific requirements must be collected

after issuance and will remain in

well in advance of talking to suppliers

the field for the lengh of its validity; 
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•	ePassport projects enjoy a high

1. Analyze status
obvious

step

at

(E.g. Ministry of Interior) and should

visibility from governments and

The

the

fication will then build the foundation

never be delegated to the system

the general public worldwide.

beginning of each project is, in

on which the new system will always

integrator.

A project failure has significant

some cases, not focused on enough.

be measured against. Therefore, the

impact for the issuing government.

Each country that already issues

requirement

passports has existing processes in

a complete set of all requirements.

The solution will be developed in

Keeping this in mind, the method-

place. People in government adminis-

The requirement specification must

accordance with the project owner’s

ologies used must be adapted for eID

tration are following these processes;

be written in such a way that all

requirement specification and prod-

projects to reduce the risk of failure.

there are reasons why the processes

future integrations and/or changes

ucts and solutions will be built and

HJP Consulting has adapted open

can be completed successfully. The

tests will be carried out to prove com-

standard

tender must reference each require-

pliance with the vendors test specifi-

ment and each one should be labeled

cations. When all internal tests have

with a unique identifier. For all these

been passed, the vendor will ask the

approaches international standards

project owner to sign a final accep-

are available and should be used.

tance notice. By signing this docu-

planning

most

be developed. The requirement speci-

methodologies

accordingly and we distinguished the
following five milestones throughout
the lifetime of the project (see Fig. 1).

In every phase of the project, various

It is essential to know and
understand existing processes before planning any new
system: visit the premises –
look, listen and learn.

analysis

must

reflect

3. Gain approval

ment, there is often the risk that the

sub-projects will have to be managed

Fundamentally,

requirements

ownership is transferred to the project

including:

specification should be owned and

owner: the buyer. It is often the case

developed only by the project owner

that the project owner does not have 

1. Analyze status

have been established in this way. It

2. Define requirements

is essential to know and understand

3. Gain approval

these processes before planning any

4. Ensure operations

new system: visit the premises – look,

5. Run the project

listen and learn. Stakeholders must

the

German BSI offers worldwide first ePassport certification scheme
Evaluation and test

Certification

IC Manufacturer

Security evaluation
Common Criteria

CC EAL 5+
certificate

Software
Supplier

Composite CC
Security evaluation

CC EAL 4+
certificate

ICAO tests
RF Protocol

Compliance
certificate against
ICAO test
standards

be identified. Finally, all information
must be documented in a structured
field study, which forms the basis for
all following planning documents.

2. Define requirements
Often

the

field

study

gives

the

ePassport
Manufacturer or
Issuer

ICAO tests
LDS Application

planners a full view of open issues
which need to be improved by the new
system. Again, by talking to all stakeFig. 1: 5 milestones to manage an eID project
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BSI accredited test houses to run ICAO tests
BSI provides a chain of certificates to ePassport supplier / issuer
Fig. 2: ePassport Certification Scheme issued by the German government office, BSI
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 the right expertise to confirm if the
solution is fully compliant with the

functional conformity in accordance to

operate an ePassport system than to

international teams. However, even

the ICAO test standards (see Fig.2).

deploy it. A lack of infrastructure and

when using the best methodology, it

qualified personnel is often the reason

will not help if the project team is not

given requirements. Therefore, we
recommend to the buyer: do not

Notwithstanding the project owner

for low service levels in personalization

sufficiently skilled. The key to success

give approval, but gain approval.

should also develop and run their

sites etc. Another factor is that impor-

is with the project manager him/

Let the vendor provide the proof

own test and qualification processes,

tant operational processes have not

herself. The project managers must

of

this

accompanied by audits to the vendors

been planned and implemented before

be experienced and skilled enough to

could be done by providing test cer-

production and qualification process.

operation. As use cases had been

have full control of the project at all

tificates by internationally accepted

However, this process should also be

defined for the system architecture,

times as well as a good skill set and a

test schemes. The German Federal

overseen by suitable lawyer.

now processes on logistics, quality

strong personality is a must, in order

control,

maintenance

to motivate all stakeholders to achieve

compliance.

For

example,

Office for Information Security (BSI)

service

and

issues a complete set of certificates

4. Ensure operations

and security must be developed and

the overall objectives. These people

for ePassports; both for security in

For some of the issuing authorities,

implemented.

targets

are not easy to find so it is important

accordance to Common Criteria and for

it seems to be a bigger challenge to

should be defined for each process and

to build a team of complementary

fixed in Service Level Agreements inter

personalities and work types.

Performance

nally and externally with the vendors.
Conclusion
5. Run the project

Planning,

ePassport issuers do not need to know

and operational management are key

all about RFID technologies deployed

challenges in the issuing authorities

in their project, but they must know

within an ePassport project. The

how to manage the project itself. The

definition of the system requirements

project owner will face the problems

must be owned and managed internally

if the project runs into a delay or bud-

and maybe supported by an external

gets are not met. Professional project

consultant. ePassport projects are in

management must provide full trans-

many aspects no different to other

parency on everything the vendors do.

major IT projects, but the impact of

Project Management methodologies,

failure in the planning or approval

in accordance with PMI or Kepner-

phase is massive and will remain with

Tregoe (see Fig. 3), are widely used

the issuing authorities for the lifetime

and ensure that all team members

of the ePassports issued (up to a

speak the same language. This helps

maximum of 12 years).

procurement,

approval

m

to improve communication and to overFig. 3: Project management methodologies in accordance with Kepner-Tregoe
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come potential cultural differences in
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 Electronic Security
Documents
Tomorrow’s Technologies with Today’s Challenges
By Allan Harle, Chairman, Inspectron Holding plc.

By its very nature, the production of electronic documents
such as ePassports, eID Cards and contactless smart cards is
a relatively new industry. Whatever the application, the
introduction of a chip into such documents brings challenges
to manufacturing, management and security. More and more
new security features are being incorporated, but the basic
demands of production integrity remain the same. The
traditional methods and skills appropriate to preparation
of paper-based security documents must now be upgraded
to allow for the IT aspect of the embedded chip.

The combination of variable data and

•	Quality control is essential. With

personalization demand that each

high volumes being made daily,

item is accounted for and verified,

it is not enough to rely upon

and that any errors, rejects or unusual

human monitoring alone.

manufacturing
diately

events

identified

are

and

imme-

corrected.

Next generation security features

Traditionally this has involved read-

Security

ing and recognizing printed codes

under development, with the target of

and data streams, using cameras,

making fraud more difficult. But the

barcode

variety

document itself must be used by

of database and decision making soft-

anyone, and therefore needs to be as

ware. With the addition of a chip to such

simple as possible. As the chip begins

documents, it has become necessary

to dominate these features, it becomes

to add chip readers and associated

necessary to relate the chip itself to

security software to the solution set.

the document structure, and the vari-

readers

and

a

features

are

continually

able data contained in it.
Typical problem areas
Security documents must be perfect

What happens if a chip is dead

as government credibility is at stake.

after the document has been

Where machines and human operators

issued?

are involved during production, things

The purpose of a chip embedded into a

can go wrong:

document is to add security and more

•	The chip/inlay is often exposed

data capability. ID Cards and passports

to severe mechanical stress.

must be usable for up to 10 years, and

Sometimes it breaks, and

they must outlast potential abuse from

becomes unreadable;

day to day exposure to the real world.

•	When printing, the document
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number gets out of synch with

One particular problem arises if the

its other pages (e.g. wrong data

chip cannot be read during its opera-

on the right photograph page);

tional lifetime. Normally this can be

•	When remaking damaged items,

for one of two reasons: either the chip,

the wrong numbers are typed in,

or its associated electronic apparatus,

leading to missing or duplicate

is damaged through wear and tear, or

documents;

it has been purposefully damaged by 

Electronic Security Documents
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The inlay birth certificate –

recording.

officer or border agent will normally

tracing a dead chip

tion allows this number, together

rely upon the printed information to

When

decide upon what happens next, but

possibly months before it goes into a

data, to be recorded within the inlay

more importantly, he or she will be

security document somewhere else

for immediate future reference. This

 someone with bad motives. A security

an

inlay

is

manufactured,

with

An

other

interesting

manufacturing

innova-

history

required to note the offending docu-

is achieved by printing the data in

ment for forensic evaluation.

barcode format, using a specially

The relationship between ease of
inspection and adequate levels of
security demands that simple solu-

The purpose of a chip
embedded into a document
is to add security and more
data capability.

developed magnetic ink, alongside
the chip on the inlay. When the inlay
is later built into a security document,
its barcode is hidden within the

tions are used wherever possible. If

laminated document material. Thus

a document has been falsified, it is

it is available to be swiped with a

Variable Data can now be embedded in
a high quality Hologram.

necessary to find out when and where

in the world, it is tested for electrical

special reader for the life of the

this may have happened. One valuable

operation. This is the first time the

document. If the chip is dead, this

hologram on demand’ and embed into

tool in this process allows the inves-

chip becomes viable for use in a

barcode provides a tracing route to

it a series of variable data. In this way,

tigator to trace the original source of

later document. When the chip is

confirm the provenance of the document

the material security aspect is further

the main component of the document:

energized for the first time, its unique

for forensic purposes.

enhanced by tying each hologram to

the inlay.

serial number becomes available for

the actual item to which it is attached.
Personalized holograms
Holograms have been in use for

Putting this all together

some time in the security document

During document manufacture, when

environment.

the inlay is incorporated, its birth

To

date,

they

have

certificate is read and the number is
passed to a machine which ‘burns’ a

Holograms have been iden
tical, and act as a security
feature for the materials used
in the document.

personalized hologram. This hologram
now contains a copy of the birth
certificate, which can be read by
human eyes. Once this hologram is
attached to the document, it enables
the inspecting officer to simply com-

The birth certificate inlay
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been identical, and act as a security

pare the hologram number with the

feature for the materials used in the

‘birth certificate’ to establish whether

document. It is now possible to ‘print a

the document is genuine.

Electronic Security Documents
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Before the chip can be built into a

produced. Real time decision-making

document, it must be built into an

logic makes a good/bad determination

inlay, which includes the antenna and

and the item continues or is rejected.

a suitable mechanical support. Inlays

At all stages, an audit trail is recorded,

are typically made by specialist manufacturers, and supplied in packs to the
document manufacturer. Each pack
will usually be delivered with a packing list, containing information, sometimes called a manifest, about the pack
and its contents.

Source: Bundesdruckerei GmbH, Berlin

 In the background, a manufacturing

to ensure that the chip is readable,

A further complication is the need to

tracking system has recorded all

that the printed personal and variable

ensure that if the document is stolen

important events of the document’s

data is readable and correct, and that

or lost, security items and components

so that, at the end of a batch, all good,

manufacture. This database is available

a permanent record of the two related

are not useful if they fall into the wrong

bad and rejected items can be recon-

for future investigation, and can be

pieces of data is created.

hands. This is often achieved by add-

ciled, and a complete history of the

ing electronic keys and special soft-

document’s source is recorded for

If a unique item is rejected during

ware to the chip. These keys are used

future reference.

manufacture, it is necessary to re-make

typically when items move from one

A local ‘quick check’ comparison of

it later. This can often be complicated,

secure area to another, for example

Summary

the ‘birth certificate’, printed data and

since there is always the risk of a

between inlay supplier and document

The ever increasing volumes of personal

hologram, supported by the manufac-

mistake in setting up the exact

manufacturer. When tracking each

ID documents demand ease of use,

turer’s database if necessary, which

remake criteria, and the need to

item, it is often necessary to use these

accuracy and the highest level of data

enables the inspector to continue his

reconcile the remakes to the original

keys, sometimes to change them, and

integrity. Confidence by the general

or her work with ease, whilst relying

production batch.

certainly to account for them.

public must be maintained. Behind

accessed to help identify the provenance of any document.

upon the latest and best available
security features.

Tracking during manufacturing

such demands lies a specialist industry,
Because of the security involved, it

The manufacturing audit trail

where security, operational experi-

is also necessary to account for all

To overcome these challenges, a

ence and the flexibility to respond to

rejected and wasted production items.

computer-based

evolving

An electronic security document can

68

That components are not
useful if they fall into
the wrong hands is often
achieved by adding
electronic keys and special
software to the chip.

tracking

system

mandate perfection of product and

Sensors,

record keeping.

Human

paper document with a chip built in.

numbers, but they need help when it

readers or other information gathering

During manufacture, it is necessary

comes to identifying chips!

devices
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printed

innovations

follows each stage of production.

be described simply as a traditional

beings

technological

whether

cameras,

chip

m

‘watch’ each item as it is
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 Germany’s new
electronic Health Cards
A Challenge for full Service Providers
By Arno Reith, Project Manager eHealth, Winter AG (Germany) and
Daniel Capol, Product Marketing Manager, Trüb AG (Switzerland)

With the advent of German eHealth cards, we look at the
challenges faced by full service providers that will be involved
in producing Germany’s new high-security electronic health
cards; the IT networks, techniques and processes that are
required to make the cards; and the dynamics of upgrading
low quality photo data to meet customers’ requirements.

Germany’s new eHealth card will

Security enhancements

soon be upon us, despite the critical

Germany’s new eHealth card inte-

view taken by medical doctors of the

grates a variety of sensitive patient

new system mainly due to process

data, and in conjunction with the

migration issues.

health professional card (HPC), will
enable access to extensive amounts

Implementation of the new cards is

of confidential patient data on servers

already underway, and the advan-

used

tages of the new system are plain to

and insurers. Hence it is essential

see, particularly for patients and the

that every aspect of the eHealth

health insurance companies. Many of

card

Germany’s 250 plus health insurers

possible data security and process

have already either awarded contracts,

technology standards. This means that

or put out tenders for the new eHealth

all data will have to be kept strictly

card. This will ultimately be the larg-

confidential during every process step,

est IT project ever realized by a single

using ‘electronic keys’ and dedicated

nation.

data access permissions.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the tech

One of the main security features

nical and functional differences between

of the new eHealth card is that a

the current and new health card.

color portrait of the holder is printed 

by

practitioners,

project

meets

the

hospitals

highest

Features

Current health card

New health card

Memory

256 bytes (read only)

64 kB and up (read/write)

CPU

Memory card

Processor card (encryption: 1024/2048 bit RSA, DES)

Security

Low

Best-of-breed security (sensor technology, encryp
tion, certificates, signature function, photo, data)

Lifecycle

Two to four years

Three to six years

Applications

Health insurance ID that
cannot be deactivated

Electronic prescription, emergency data, signature
function, insurance company-specific applications
(including for the signature function)

Reloading capacity

None

Enabled

Card number

Based on patient status and
insurance company

Holder keeps same number for entire life

Patient
authentication

Via additional piece of ID

Via unique photo ID card; holder’s name embossed
on card; patient’s status is queried online each time
the card is used

Fig. 1 An overview of the technical and functional differences between the current and new health card.
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Card personalization
The card providers face another major
new challenge in the card personalization dimension of the project.
Current cards only involve a onetime download of 100 bytes from the
computing centre, whereas new cards

Fig. 2 Comparison of the manufacturing process for the current and new card

client capable solution that manages,

comprising of keys and certificates to

monitors and documents the entire

the chip. This includes a more complex

initialization and personalization pro-

key generation process, which will be

cess. Furthermore, it guarantees high

realized by an accredited trust center.

security for sensitive data throughout

The initialization process will take up

the card production process.

even

to two minutes per card – a substan-

abuse. Capture of the portraits will

when large numbers of photos are

cial amount of time when multiplied by

TrackStar® also allows for secure,

primarily be realized via a multi-stage

processed (the level of requested

millions of cards. Therefore, in order to

individualized processing of all pho-

mailing process. In addition, self

standard is close to the one specified

complete the required volume of up

tographs, alphanumeric data, card

service

integrated

by ICAO). This avoids cost intensive

to 60,000 cards a day, Winter plans to

bodies with a broad range of layouts,

cameras at business offices and web

requests for replacement of portraits.

deploy as many as 20 personalization

and printed material including PIN

portals to which customers can upload

Scalable image processing infrastruc-

stations in parallel. Fig. 2 provides a

letters. It manages separate data

their photographs, will be installed.

ture is the crucial success factor for

comparison of the manufacturing pro-

interfaces,

Call centers will be available to answer

this aspect of the project.

cess for the current card (dark grey

databases, and camera supported

arrows) and new card (dark grey/medi-

vision systems in various stages of the

um grey arrows).

production process, up to and including

 on the card in order to prevent card

terminals

customers’

with

questions

screening

and

optimization

concerning

the required high quality of the ID
photographs, and remind customers to
submit their photographs, which is a
mandatory step for the new card.

Full service providers will face the
challenge to manage the various
photograph capture process steps and
the optimization of the portraits. The
process ensures that a high quality

The specifications for the
layout of the new card
and its data structures
will be defined by
Gematik, which, acts as a
project provider for health
insurance companies,
pharmacies, and medical
associations.

level is achieved for image data
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standalone

production

supplying the customer with required
Solutions available

production data.

Winter AG plans to use TrackStar®
personalization software as one of

We have described some of the com-

the key elements to implement the

plex tasks vendors will have to under-

complex card production management.

take in producing the new health

TrackStar is an innovative solution

cards, showing that this is one of the

for

complex

most challenging smart card projects

personalization processes and pro-

ever realized. A real challenge for full

vides a modular, scalable and fully

service providers!

the

management

of

Germany’s new electronic Health Cards

m
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 The German eHealth
project and beyond

The German eHealth project is currently

Connecting components securely

one of the most ambitious smart card

In this infrastructure, the connector –

projects in the world – designed for

often based on internet router tech

A new Generation of Smart Card Terminals

approximately 80 million patients and

nology – acts as the central commu-

1.8 million health care professionals.

nication hub. The connector is talking

At present this project has entered the

to the front end software, as well as in

trial stage, in which 10,000 patients

a transparent way to the smart card

(per pilot project) and a limited number

terminal and to centralized compo-

of physicians, pharmacies and hospitals,

nents. To allow complex access rules

as well as a number of software and hard-

in distributed databases, the techno-

ware vendors, will be testing the new

logical infrastructure includes PKI-

technology. In its final architecture,

based

the ‘Telematic’ infrastructure will add

This way, data that is required offline,

significant value to all participants

such as medical information in an

within the healthcare value chain.

emergency, can be stored on the card,

By Thomas Muth, Product Manager and
Antje K. Schaefer, Marketing Communications Manager,
Assa Abloy Identification Technologies GmbH.

One of the major goals of the German eHealth initiative is
to establish a secure and efficient IT infrastructure for all
participants in the healthcare industry. Apart from the backend
databases, the card terminal as the ‘gateway’ to the whole
process is key to this environment. Challenging technical
requirements - specified in the SICCT (Secure Interoperable
Chip Card Terminal) standard - are to be followed by terminal
manufacturers. The terminal extends usage scenarios for smart
card readers and allows for new business cases and solutions
in additional market segments.

authentication

mechanisms.

while data such as insurance and
While cost reduction in the public

billing information, medical histories

healthcare sector is one of the main

and findings, prescriptions or referral

drivers of the project, other goals

information is stored in the backend

such as the improved collaboration

infrastructure, allowing a seamless and

between

thorough exchange of this vital informa-

healthcare

professionals

or an enhanced service to patients,

tion between health care professionals.

are mandatory to gain acceptance by
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the main stakeholders of the project:

Communication between all compo-

patients and professionals. Due to the

nents (centralized and decentralized) is

fact that the centralized components

designed to be carried out via TCP/IP.

of the infrastructure have not yet been

Therefore, all security aspects known

finalized, the test phase will be carried

from Internet communication have to

out primarily with prototypes of the

be taken into account. As a result, a

decentralized components: a new

new standard for Secure Interoperable

generation of smart card terminals,

Chip Card Terminals (SICCT) for the

the so-called ‘connector’, as well as a

communication

new microcontroller- based smart card

and terminal has been defined by

for patients and professionals.

TeleTrusT, a non-profit organization 

The German eHealth project and beyond

between

connector
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 for the promotion of trustworthiness

operation, can be integrated in the

it

of Information and Communication

device. The service discovery feature

company. Usage scenarios for this

Technology. Core elements of this

allows

actively

might be on-the-fly personalization

standard are:

communicate its available services to

systems, access or time control or

the connector, thereby significantly

similar applications. In general, the

reducing administrative efforts.

LAN-connected reader terminal allows

•	A chip card terminal including a
display and PIN pad with smart

the

reader

to

card interfaces:

may

be

installed

in

the

the addition of each and every security

• One for the patient card;

An additionally integrated RFID reader

feature already known from TCP/IP

•	One for the health

supports the convenience signature,

networks, e.g. IP-address based access

a wireless LAN connection to the local

professional card;

which is basically an act-of-will based

control and encryption on the socket

network. Devices that might not be

•	SIM-sized slots for terminal iden-

signature. The RFID token, holding

(SSL) or IP layer (Ipsec).

capable of directly connecting a smart

tity and secure communication;

the health professional card, is brought

•	Service discovery function to

card reader, as well as roaming users

into the proximity of the reader

Another

is

with WLAN-enabled devices could

exchange information about the

thereby

time-consuming

pre-boot authentication over LAN-

certainly benefit from this technology.

terminal abilities;

PIN-entry based signatures for each

based terminals. In such a scenario a

The smart card can simply be inserted

•	An Ethernet port to allow SICCT-

action. As a result, the workflow will

user who wants to connect his laptop

in the terminal next to the user.

based communication via TCP/IP.

be much faster, more convenient and

to a corporate network, but does not

user acceptance can be improved - in

have an integrated smart card reader

Future possibilities

Terminal technology

particular for repetitive tasks, such as

in his computer, could log on with

The possibilities for such a LAN connec

These requirements were taken into

the necessary signing of each item on

his smart card at any terminal in the

ted card reader terminal are manifold

consideration at an early stage when

a prescription.

building or network. While authenti-

and could open new possibilities for

cation via an on-site terminal grants

more convenience and flexibility.

replacing

decisions were made about terminal

idea

for

future

use

®

designs. As a result, the OMNIKEY

Based on the thin-client functionality,

access to the laptop or other locally

8751 e-Health LAN was created.

it is planned to optionally provide the

restricted resources, it can also ensure

At present, cost estimates for the

Although currently focusing on the

terminal with a Software Development

that the person is physically on-site,

complete integration of the German

German eHealth project, this LAN

Kit, which will enable the integration

which could be vital for specific security

eHealth card are wide ranging. The

connected

of

One

environments. Of course, this would

total amount will also include the

various other applications, beyond the

example of a customization that has

require a working TCP/IP stack from

development and research investment

eHealth realm.

already been added, is a web based

within a pre-boot environment.

for new technologies. These new tech-

reader

is

suitable

for

customized

applications.

configuration interface, such as the
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nologies are already visible and will

It can be regarded as a thin-client with

one being deployed in DSL routers.

There is also an alternative option that

enable new kinds of solutions and

multiple smart card interfaces. Even

This interface allows administrators

offers the utmost flexibility and mobility:

applications in the overall smart card

specific user interactions that are

to

terminal

the ability to access the LAN con-

industry, reaching far beyond projects

not necessarily related to smart card

through HTTPS and control it wherever

nected terminal via devices that have

in the healthcare sector.

next generation | ehealth

remotely

access

Assa Abloy itg

the

The German eHealth project and beyond
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 Algeria - its Citizens and
its eHealthcare Solution

The basic requirements remain the

ment a faster electronic solution that

same across all countries and there

would increase security, reduce costs

are four main drivers for introducing

linked to administration, increase the

By Ari Bouzbib, Senior Vice President, Government Programs

an electronic healthcare solution:

speed of reimbursements and offer
the visibility required by the CNAS to

South and Eastern Europe, Africa and Latin America, Gemalto

1. Cost reduction;

Healthcare and social systems appear to act like an ‘ecosystem’ within any national economy. Even though the main
objective is to secure the overall health and well being of its
citizens in the most efficient manner possible, it is also a key
area for business, involving budgets in the billions of euros. In
this challenging eco-system, healthcare and social systems are
required to be better controlled, yet with reduced costs.

manage the overall system efficiently.

2. Cutting application fraud;
3.	I mproving management
of eHealth services;
4. Distribution of social funding.

Gemalto, has provided the following
elements in the Healthcare system:
•	Consulting services – Gemalto
was present from the beginning

Algeria as a case study

of the project in order to help the

Algeria is a fast growing country with

CNAS find the most appropriate

a population of 33 million, of which

system architecture and processes;

over 80% benefit either directly or

• 	Card issuance for patients –
Including the personalization
system and future proof cards;

The creation of such a
central repository reduces
operational costs and
increases efficiency
in the management
of the Algerian
healthcare program.

• 	Card acceptance – The use of a
PIN code to authenticate the
patient, thus reducing fraud and
misuse of the card. Health professionals, on the other hand, were
issued with a USB key providing
secure authentication and entry to
the national healthcare IT system.
This in turn, enables the CNAS to

78
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Gemalto

indirectly from the country’s national

centralize all the claims issued

healthcare organization, the CNAS

during the working day and allows

(Caisse Nationale des Assurances

the healthcare body to electroni-

Sociales des Travailleurs Salariés).

cally sign prescriptions (see Fig. 1);

With the geographical dispersal of the

•	Application and security –

existing healthcare system spread out

The PC based application

across the 48 ‘wilayas’ or departments,

manages both the claim and

there was a pressing need to imple-

prescription functionalities.

Algeria - its Citizens and its eHealthcare Solution
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 The solution

rights at the moment of use, helping

system and health needs across the

The CNAS opted for Gemalto to provide

control fraud and the illegal use of

population,

a healthcare solution to secure their

health products.

provide useful indicators for the

and

the

system

will

existing system. As prime contractor,
Gemalto

will

manage

entire

The CNAS selected an off-line system

project including customization and an

for patient authentication and an

integrated

manage-

on-line system for the authentication

ment system. Leveraging its exper-

of health professionals. This allows for

tise in solutions, Gemalto will assist

a decentralized eHealthcare solution,

the CNAS in launching the production

while providing a centralized collection

process and ensure proper training for

of data between health professionals

the CNAS personnel. In the first phase,

and the CNAS organization.

issuance

the

and

“With this new system,
healthcare institutions
in Algeria will be able to
securely manage patient
records and verify patient
benefits while keeping
patient data confidential.”

Gemalto will also provide 7 million

improved service for claim processing
and reimbursements. Changing the
format of the medical prescription
from paper to electronic will help

Ahmed Khenchoul,
General Director of CNAS

Infineon based smart health cards,

Benefits of an eHealthcare system

which will securely identify each

Once the system is fully deployed

increase efficiency and smart card

beneficiary and their dependants.

by the end of 2008, the CNAS will

solutions also enable the pre-autho-

This solution validates each patient’s

benefit from improved control of the

organizations to reduce costs and

decision-making process. The creation

rization of any health transaction by

of such a central repository reduces

storing the validity of the patient’s

operational

entitlements.

costs

and

increases

efficiency in the management of the
Algerian healthcare program. And

The card itself also becomes a secure

with secure access to the database

tool as it shows on the card, the user’s

through their USB keys (based on

facial picture plus extra visual features

Public

health

including guilloche and rainbows or

professionals will be able to centralize

hidden words, all of which have been

all claims issued during the work-

previously developed for the banknote

ing day and allow them to electroni-

and ID applications and can be easily

cally sign prescriptions, which will

replicated in eHealthcare systems.

Key

Infrastructure)

streamline the administration of the
system as a whole.

Finally,

the

smart

card

provides

the ultimate privacy protection by
Algerian
Fig.1: The smart token for health professionals and the smart card for patients.
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Gemalto

citizens

will,

benefit

filtering access to sensitive data – only

from a highly secure, automatic,

authorized people can read it, such as

central healthcare system, offering an

the card holder and their doctor.

Algeria - its Citizens and its eHealthcare Solution
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 Equipping our Travel
Documents with a Chip

In

By Dr. Peter Laackmann, Senior Principal, Product Security and Marcus Janke, Principal,

automatic reading. Today’s modern

Product Security, Infineon Technologies AG

passports can all be read by a machine

fact,

this

standard

included

guidelines for the printed character
font on the passport that enables

when they are opened and placed on

The new electronic passport is based on an initiative by the
international aviation organization ICAO (International Civil
Aviation Organization). The ICAO, founded in 1946 by the
United Nations, is an institution defining standards in
international aviation, covering areas such as security,
reliability, environmental protection and the efficiency of air
traffic. Since 1990, an ICAO standard has been introduced to
the so-called ‘machine-readable passport’ – which at that time,
surprisingly, had nothing to do with chip technology.

an optical reader. In the years that
followed, the ICAO dealt with wider
issues when responding to the rapidly
rising air traffic, especially concerning
standards for efficient and quick border
crossing, combined with high security.
The

ICAO

worked

on

standards

Fig. 1 The new German electronic passport
with chip logo.

permitting biometrics, i.e. the comparison of the person traveling with

compared to the passport owner who

the data stored in the travel document.

shows the document - in this respect the

In June 2002, the ICAO decided in

traditional check of the photograph by

the Berlin resolution to use facial

the border official is, strictly speaking,

pictures for this purpose, as it already

also a form of biometrics. The color of

exists today in all passports in printed

someone’s eyes or a person’s height,

form. Another reason for this decision

also specified in a travel document, are

was the fact that facial pictures are

further biometrical parameters. Today,

a property which is public in the

however, Biometrics in general is

widest sense.

usually defined as the automatic
detection of person’s biometric char-

82
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Infineon Technologies AG

The inclusion of biometrics (from the

acteristics. To differentiate, one also

Greek word „Bio“ for life and „Metron“

speaks of the ‘newer biometrics’

for measuring), means that character-

in the case of automatic biometric

istics of a living being, in this case the

identification.

passport holder, are to be measured.

processes beside the recognition of

This must not necessarily be performed

the facial picture, such as checking the

by use of electronic means or computers.

iris, the form of one‘s hand or speech

Biometrics also takes place if, for

recognition; even the way of walking,

example, a photograph on a passport is

can be utilized to identify a person.

Equipping our Travel Documents with a Chip

Other

biometrical
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 One of the most important biometrical

RFID tags are generally used for

millimeters. In fact, a minimum of 64

will be supplied with current by the

processes is fingerprint detection –

marking goods. The chips need to be

kilobytes of storage space are required

reader. Only then does the chip operate

which is already well known from the

inexpensive, but RFID tags do not have

for the passport chip, which is exactly

and it is possible to send and receive

area of forensics. The ICAO has decided

a security controller and thus, they are

the memory size of the legendary home

data. This, in turn, is done by the wire

to introduce fingerprint data in the new

NOT suitable for use in an electronic

computer from the eighties. However,

coil - the chip is enabled to weaken

electronic passport as an additional

passport document.

the technologies used have changed

the electromagnetic field of the reader,

dramatically: Today, only a few square

thereby transmitting the data. The

characteristic in addition to the facial
photograph. Due to the infamous

For the electronic passport, only

millimeters of a thin silicon slice are

reader itself evaluates these changes

history of fingerprint technology, this

security controller chips are used that

needed for a security controller, including

and, vice versa, sends information to

has led to serious debate about possible

are based on a real microcomputer.

the memories as well as special

the passport by changing the strength

threats against data protection and

These can exchange information with

mathematical coprocessors for safe

of the electromagnetic field. The

privacy. As the fingerprints of a person

the outside world using a contactless

data encryption. As the chip needs to be

distance between passport and reader

may not be gathered as easily as

connection, but, they differ from

supplied with power for function, and

may vary by only some millimeters to

a facial photograph, it is clear that

RFID tags. The chips in the electronic

as the passport has to communicate

centimeters.

protection of the data saved on the

passport contain a central processing

with the reader device, a connection

passport must be especially high.

unit, administer their account policy

to the outside world is required. This

In the first version of the electronic

That is why two different versions

and can even protect themselves from

connection is set up using a wire coil

passport, the biometrical data (of the

of the electronic passport have been

attacks. The security chips used in

sealed in the passport and connected

facial picture) has not only been printed

introduced and subsequently contain

German ePassports have reached the

with the chip. Using contactless

in the passport, but is also stored in

different biometrical data, as well as

highest international security level

communication, no electric contacts

the chip. The image is saved by means

different security layers.

achieved today by a smart card security

are required such as a connector or

of the formats ‘JPEG’ or ‘JPEG2000’

controller ‘Common Criteria EAL5+

metal strips, which could get dirty or

known also from digital photography.

Electronic passports with chip

(high)’. The security level is confirmed

mechanically damaged. If the passport

To prevent unauthorized persons from

and stored photograph

by the Federal Office for Security in

document is put on a reader, the chip

obtaining access to these pictures by 

The first version of the electronic

Information Technology (BSI) in the

passport is already manufactured, as

form of an international certificate

the name implies, with a microchip.

after passing intensive attack tests

This chip is located in one page of the

which must be executed by authorized

passport and is recognizable from the

security labs.

outside by the new icon visible on the

84

passport cover (see Fig.1). Although

In the chip itself, there is a complete

the chips in the passport are often

microcomputer (in the performance

mistaken for RFID tags, they do contain

category of the former home computer

major differing technologies:

‘C-64’) in a space of only a few square

technology corner

Infineon Technologies AG

Fig. 2: Contactless security microcontroller chip for use in electronic passports

Equipping our Travel Documents with a Chip
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 means of a reader, preventive measures

has been generated by use of this

required, in order for the data to be

paper – as even with this there are more

have been included: In Germany, the

data e.g. Passport number, the date

guessed successfully. Nevertheless,

hurdles to overcome. The passport

electronic passports that use the facial

of birth of the owner and the date

the test is limited to passports of the

chips are also protected, in addition,

picture on the chip must contain at

of validity. Usually, one will be in

first generation (only facial picture

with many technical measures. On

least the protective mechanism ‘Basic

possession of such data after the

on the chip and no fingerprint data

the one hand the security chips are

Access Control (BAC)’.

passport has been opened at least once.

stored).

equipped by the manufacturer with

If such data is known, the passport

so-called ‘transport keys’. If a theft

With the application of BAC, the data

can be read out, even if the cover is

In addition to the required security

takes place during the transport of

transmitted

and

closed. Nevertheless, if unauthorized

features on the silicon of the chip, the

these chips on their way from the chip

passport is encrypted and thus not

persons open the passport, they could

production and distribution of these

manufacturer to the passport manu-

clearly readable. If somebody would

look at the facial picture directly or

microcomputers is also strictly controlled.

facturer, the thief would not be able

now tap into the data transmission, he

copy it. Therefore the storage of the

These procedures may be compared

to write their own data to the chips

would only receive worthless data. The

digital photo on a chip would only

to the use of special paper or the

without knowledge of the transport

data will only become readable if the

provide a slight increase in value for

utilization of rare, special colors

keys. The personal data of the passport

appropriate digital key is accessible;

an attacker. An unauthorized person

which are needed for the production

owner is introduced uniquely by the

once the passport has been opened,

trying to read out data from passports

of bank notes. In contrast to the RFID

manufacturer of the passport. Then the

the printed data is read and out of this

while ‘walking by’ would have to guess

tags for marking goods, the chips

data is locked by technical means in

data, the digital key can be computed.

the data printed in the passports –

which are implemented in the pass-

the hardware of the chip itself, against

with a very low success rate. To try

ports are not freely available. They

additional unauthorized changes to

Often one hears that the chip itself

out all permutations would take far too

are

the passport data.

cannot be read if the passport is not

long and, likewise, is not practical.

and inserted in the passports in a

between

reader

opened – but strictly speaking, this

developed,

produced,

stored

secure environment (see Fig. 3). The

The electronic passport with chip,

is wrong. It is true to say that the

If an attacker is solely interested in

safety measures, as well as attack

stored photograph and

chip can be only read out if some of

the data of a certain person, and if he

protection of the chips, are subject

fingerprints

the data printed in the passport is

already owns extensive data about

to the system security evaluations

The second generation of the electronic

already known, and the digital key

this person, he may attempt to “guess”

as well as the certification.

passport, which in Germany is planned

the rest of the required information to

Fig. 3: Chip testing and inspection
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to be dispatched from November 2007,

calculate the digital key. Nevertheless,

Nevertheless,

and

contains two fingerprints in digital

such guessing processes still need

distribution of the passport chips is

form, stored on the chip. Just as in the

a lot of time, so that reading out chip

only one of many measures against

case of the photo, both fingerprints

data is rather unlikely. In reality, one

manipulation and forgery attempts.

on the chip are uniquely saved as an

case was reported with an attack test

The security of a bank note does not

image in ‘JPEG’ or ‘JPEG2000’ format.

recently carried out. Here, several

only depend on whether somebody

Nevertheless, the fingerprints of a

tens of thousands of tests were

succeeds

person may be of some interest for 

Infineon Technologies AG

in

safe

getting

logistics

the

suitable
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 outsiders: A scenario often discussed

against falsification, but mainly for

driven by technical interest – which

which would quickly catch attention in

in the past is the generation of artificial

efficiency. One recognizes this fact as

will then result in so-called hacks.

an airport! Nevertheless, it has to be

fingerprints which will then be left at

the passport keeps its validity even

Doing so, hackers are even known to

assumed that it is basically possible

a crime scene. Also, it is conceivable

if the chip would be destroyed. The

help improve technical systems. In

to receive data during transmission.

that fingerprints, possibly from a

conventional security features of the

the first test phases before introduction

Therefore, data which is exchanged

glass or a door latch, could be lifted

passport are still included. In Germany,

of ePassports, hackers have pointed to

between passport and reader is

and transferred to a “bogus finger”.

for example, not only holographic

important aspects of the security:

protected by additional countermea-

Sources on the Internet show how an

features are utilized, but also micro

‘artificial finger’ can be manufactured

fonts, guilloches, laser inscription and

One key area the hackers have focused

the data integrity must be checked

from gelatin. And with this ‘artificial

watermarks, to name but a few.

on is the question whether it would be

which

possible to read out the transmission

attempts such as the change of the

The new passport –

between passport and reader from

name or the photo in the chip, could be

techniques could also be applied to

a target for hackers?

larger distances. Could a copy of the

identified.

fingerprints stored in identity cards.

The use of security technology often

chip then be produced which would

On this occasion, the image of the

implies that others try to overcome the

be able to transmit the identical data

However, even when using encryption

fingerprint would directly be used as

barriers built up by such technologies.

to create a forged or cloned passport

methods

a template. For this and other reasons,

If one speaks about traditional

chip? First of all, it had to be clari-

additional care is necessary: Passports

a special additional protection is

passports, financial interests would

fied whether it would be possible to

used during the first tests in the

mandatory if fingerprint data is to be

eavesdrop on the contactless trans-

Netherlands showed some weaknesses

used in the chip of the passport. The

mission which was developed, actual-

concerning the choice of keys for

ly, only for bridging a distance of some

reading the passports.

finger’, somebody could leave falsified
fingerprints

everywhere.

These

reader performs a ‘mutual authentication’
with the card using a cryptographic
system. Moreover, the country which

means

and

that

key

manipulation

management,

centimeters of air. Indeed, taking what
was already known from other areas

In this scenario, the information printed

of radio communication technology,

on the passport is read first and then

very faint signals can also be eaves-

combined with additional values to

access. This can be achieved by a

dropped

device

form the digital key which, usually,

distribution scheme for keys that the

remotely. In the case of the ePassport

should only become known to the

usually be the incentive to forge

data transmission, the transmitted

reader

passports. The application of the new

signals can still be received from some

additional values were built up in a

Security features of the new

chip technology, however, may also

meters away using technically mature

very simple way for this first test,

electronic passport

attract hackers from the technical field

listening technology. This means that

so it was quite easy to just ‘guess’

electronic

to deal with such topics. Hackers are

an attacker would have to install the

these values. Hackers found out this

passport was not originally imple-

usually computer specialists, trying to

eavesdropping devices in the direct

weakness and reported it. A security

mented for increasing the security

identify security weaknesses, mainly

vicinity of a passport reading machine,

specialist

has published the passport also controls
which data a foreign reader may

different countries issue and receive.

The
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In the first test phases
before introduction of
ePassports, hackers have
pointed to important aspects
of the security

sures such as encryption. Furthermore,

chip

in

the

new

technology corner

Infineon Technologies AG

with

a

suitable
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 in duplicating data from a passport

mented in the standards. While BAC

Therefore, data protection is not based on

after the optical and contactless

has already proven to be an effective

special frequencies or proprietary trans-

electronic readout procedure (of the

protection against the manipulation of

mission devices, but instead on math-

passport). He created a functional

data, the EAC in addition also yields

ematical methods like authentication,

copy of a chip with some basic logic

an even higher barrier against copying

key calculation and, last but not least,

functions. However, this copy could

data and against unauthorized readout.

encryption itself. Therefore, reports

only be used in combination with

Therefore, for the electronic passports

stating that hackers have succeeded

the original passport - an adaptation

with fingerprint, the use of the higher

in building their own passport reader

to another person or even a change of

security level EAC is mandatory in

can be absolutely right, as no special

the personal data for forgery purposes

Germany.

knowledge is necessary for setting

the storage of the fingerprints in a

up such a reader. Even the software

central system; a database. If finger-

would render the data invalid, as
mathematical integrity check methods

Readers for electronic passports are

required is not kept secret; it is available

prints would be stored in the chip of the

have been implemented.

the subject of many rumors, as hackers

to reader manufacturers to test their

passport, a central database, in principle,

claimed to succeed in obtaining such

products against the specifications.

would not be necessary: A person’s

This threat was taken into consideration

devices. It is important to mention that

However, reading out all data from the

fingerprints could be matched only to

in the introduction of electronic

the passport readers mainly contain

passport requires the electronic keys.

those stored within the chip – and the

passports, so today two different pro-

standard components. The electronic

cesses of the so-called ‘authentication’

passport uses industry standardized

Electronic passports

possession of the passport holder. It is

exist. BAC as a basic protection and

protocols for data transmission and

and data protection

to be expected that different countries

Extended Access Control (EAC) as an

even agreed frequencies are utilized

It is often discussed why fingerprints

also implement different regulations

advanced countermeasure are imple-

that are also used in other areas.

should be stored on a passport at all. For

for the electronic passports concerning

immigration to countries like the US,

data protection. However, the possibility

fingerprint checks are mandatory. Since

exists to determine (by issuing the

26th October 2004, US immigration

necessary keys) which country can

authorities have mandated that all

access what information is stored on

passports must be machine-readable,

the passports for the issuing country.

which means that the passports have

The assigned technical and infra-

to be equipped with machine-readable

structural features against threats

imprinting, if no visa was to be

show that the significant menaces

used. Today, fingerprints are taken

against data protection and data

immediately at the immigration desk

security have been considered with

on first entry into the US, enabling a

the

comparison to be made on the second

passport and are reflected in suitable

entry. However, such a system requires

countermeasures.

Source: Bundesdruckerei GmbH, Berlin
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conversion
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 The Future of PC Security

 charismathics GmbH

By Martina Schuster, President, BALTECH AG

Connecting Security For Earth
By Sven Gossel, CEO, charismathics GmbH

BALTECH specializes in the design and production of contactless smart card and RFID
read/write modules and devices, mainly within the 13.56 MHz area. The main objective

charismathics holds a unique position among current offerings of identification

is to provide modules and solutions that enable customers to handle the wide range of

suppliers, bringing innovation to all elements of card and token, identity and access

contactless technologies, without introducing further complex details.

management as well as PKI infrastructures.

The modular solutions available from
BALTECH address a wide range of applications including: access control, time &
attendance, loyalty, ePurse, eTicketing
and ePassport. And in addition to the
standard products, BALTECH also offers
bespoke, customized adaptations based
on existing core technologies.

About charismathics

BALTECH Products:
•	ID-engine®: Standard reader modules
for integration. ISO 15693, ISO 14443
A/B, Legic, Mifare, DESFire;
•	ID-engine® Long Range Reader:
A high-performance, ultra-compact
and easy-to-use device. ISO 15693;
• ID-engine® PAD: Ultra flat desktop
read/write devices for USB based host
operations. ISO 15693 and
ISO 14443 A/B, Mifare, Legic, DESFire;
• ACCESS Series: Readers and
terminals for standalone or controller/
network based access control
applications. ISO 15693, ISO 144443
A/B, my-d, Legic, Mifare, DESFire;
• CCT Terminals: BALTECH’s
CCT-Series contactless chip card
terminals support all major 13.56 MHz
contactless smart card and RFID
systems. Standalone, PC-based and
mobile devices for offline and online
modem connection.
In addition to read/write devices for access
control, time recording, pay systems
and user authentication, BALTECH
also offers additional modules with
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multi-application support for projects
such as corporate cards.
PC security from PC logon to PKI with
contactless smart cards
BALTECH is now offering a PC security
solution to support contactless smart cards
and transponders, covering all popular
card systems in the range of 13.56 MHz,
including Mifare, DESFire, ISO14443 and
ISO15693. In addition, proprietary systems
such as HID or Legic can also be
supported upon request.

Founded in 2003, charismathics GmbH is
a privately held company headquartered
in Munich with representative offices
in Düsseldorf, Paris, Lugano, San José,
Campinas, Buenos Aires, Singapore and
Hongkong. The company founders are
Sven Goßel, Engineer of Radio Frequency
Technology, CEO; and Xiangdong Wang,
Ph.D. in Mathematics and Cryptology,
CTO.
Having faced a strong growth within
the last years, charismathics currently is

A broad range of functionalities are
already available with memory cards
such as PC-Logon, Single Sign On, Virtual
Private Drive and Crypted Group Share.
And if the tried-and-tested Mifare card
technology is used, memory cards and
high end processor chip cards can even be
combined with PKI support. This enables
a consistent solution, tailored to the
specific security requirements of the
individual user. All Mifare memory and
processor chip cards are compatible
with other systems such as access
control, time & attendance, vending
machines and ePurse amongst others.

one of the global market leaders for PKI
components, delivering sophisticated
products and middleware to customers
and millions of users around the world.
charismathics offers system integrators,
software vendors, certification autho
rities and OEMs new ways to integrate,
personalize and handle card & token
solutions. The result is complete independence from the security application
as well as from token and PC client
platform. This includes the support of the
pre-boot environments of all major hard
disk encryption (HDE) software and all
current trusted platform modules. The
portfolio of charismathics solutions is
completed with a customized production of security hardware, which
securely contains certificates and
accompanying software supporting a
vast array of hardware platforms.

charismathics milestones
• the only supplier of handheld PKI
clients
• the only truly hardware token
independent software, including
TPMs
• the only multi token profile supporting
software
• first USB token with flash memory
extension
• first implementation of ECDSA
algorithms in PKI clients
• first match-on-card fingerprint
implementation for PKI clients

The solution consists of centrally administrable software for Windows PCs and
an ID-engine PAD desktop read/write
device with a USB interface. Additional
technology to support employee cards
that are already in the field, also helps to
ensure the smooth and secure roll-out of
the solution.
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 Datastrip – The Global Choice for
Positive Identification

 SAFE ID Solutions – Solution Provider
of Next Generation ID Documents

By Sue Coutin, Marketing Manager, Datastrip Ltd.

By Martin Beyerlein, VP Marketing, SAFE ID Solutions AG

About us
Datastrip is an innovative world leader
in providing Personal Identification (ID)
& Verification technology. Together
with market leading biometric and IT
vendor partners, we provide unique
development tools, enhanced security,
and more robust applications to
customers – simply and cost effectively.
Datastrip is a privately held group of
companies; Datastrip Limited operates
from International headquarters in the
UK and provides sales and technical
support in Europe, Africa, Middle
East, Indian Sub Continent and Asia
Pacific. From headquarters in Exton,
Pennsylvania Datastrip, Inc. manages
product sales and technical support in
USA, Canada & Latin America. Datastrip
Products, Inc. has responsibility for all
product development and manufacturing
and is based in Shelton, Connecticut.

About us
SAFE ID Solutions has established itself
as a leading global supplier of integrated
security solutions for next generation
ID documents and related management
infrastructures. The company‘s main
objective is to increase the level of security
and convenience within the personalization process, to ensure the correct issuance
and authentication of state-of-the-art
identity and travel documents.

feature rich mobile identification
terminals. Datastrip’s diverse line of
handheld readers provide the flexibility
and customization needed for specialized
applications and interoperability in
existing systems for ease of deployment
into mainstream verticals such as law
enforcement, government, military and
commercial markets.
Datastrip is dedicated to providing
high quality products and services
to its customers and their end-users.
We differentiate ourselves from our

Mobile solutions
Newer technologies are making it possible to solve security issues with mobile
identity verification systems that enable
identity checks to be carried out on the
spot against the information stored on
the card, even if a central database is not
accessible.
Datastrip is a leading provider of
biometric verification devices in today’s
mobile arena, enabling fast, accurate
identity verification across multiple
markets and harsh environments; with
its quality driven design and manufacturing process and installed base,
Datastrip is the industry leader in
providing rugged, ergonomic, and
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With representation in the USA, Egypt,
Spain, Kazakhstan and Malaysia, SAFE
ID supports its worldwide customer base
with an innovative portfolio of solutions.
From its headquarters in Germany, SAFE
ID provides technical, marketing and
sales support, and is also responsible for
product development and manufacturing.
Currently, SAFE ID has more than 25
reference projects in over 20 countries.
Software solution
Recently, an increasing amount of both
public and private issuing authorities,
as well as international organizations,

have become aware that document
security is much more than just a secure
document! This is why the focus is
strongly shifting to the processes
surrounding ID document production
and issuance. Only secure processes can
avoid the issuance of a valid document
based on manipulated or forged data.
With these points in mind, SAFE ID
Solutions offers an innovative personalization management system named
“PerSoSuite” (Personalization Software
Suite) that centrally manages, controls
and monitors all elements and processes
involved in the personalization workflow.
It is becoming the core of every passport
project by defining its overall reliability,
security and efficiency. The PerSoSuite
increases security throughout the process
levels and fulfils all requirements for a
state-of-the-art solution and based on
the latest technological achievements,
the software can be easily customized
due to its modular design. In addition,
the well defined interfaces guarantee
optimum integration into existing
infrastructures and provide the highest
level of scalability, reliability and a highly
user-friendly operation.
The ideal combination is gained by
using SAFE ID’s hardware and software
as all systems are optimized for next
generation electronic IDs containing
contactless controller technology, bio
metric features and advanced encryption
algorithms. These features enable
customers to effectively control and
manage identities during enrolment,
production, personalization and lifecycle.

competitors by ensuring our technologies are easily integrated, and
by providing the highest quality
products and services available, we
can offer the best customized ID
solutions throughout the world.
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